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Val. 53, No. 46

Chancellor list narrows;
3 Minnesotans included
ucation and Welfare, Washington, D.C .
Interviews with the applicants will be held April 23 and
24. The search committee will
narrow its recommendations
to three or five by May 1. The
State University Board, will
interview finalists and make
the decision May 19.
"Bailey was an obvious
choice," Minnesota State
University
Student's Associa•· Richar,d_ Bailey, are ft-om the
University of Minnesota.
tion (MSUSA) President
Two .o ther choices are from Jerene Herzing said. "He is
the regional vicinity. Robert weU respected on a national
De7.onia is commissioner of basis, being the president of
Higher Education in South Hamline University at one
Dakota and Richard Miller is time.''
the associate director of the
Herzing will have one of
Board of Higher Education in eight votes in the final
Illinois.
decisiOn. The board holds
The five others are: William four, one vote for a state
Birenbaum, president of university president (Roland
Staten Island Community Dill from Moorhead), one vote
College, New York City; from an Inter Faculty
Durwood Long, vice-president Organization representative, l!lt•m• County Judgtl Ranier Wela dlacuaud the Cloud and wrttlng bad ctteck1 In • speech In Atwood
new MlnnNDtll merlJuana law, ahopllftlng In St. c.nter.
of academic affairs at the one vote from an administraUniversity of Hawaii; James tive services representative
Perdue, president of the and one vote from an MSUSA
.Colle&l' . of !Jn!es<>, State representative. (Honing). _
:uiilvenity "' l>f .'- New .....l'.!ld<c The~· new cha.ncellOr · will
~ Jerome Pollack,~('ttsidetit of replace ·G. Theodote Mitau
Fairleigh Dickenson Univer- who will retire effective Sept.
sity, - Rutherford, N.J.; and I.
Virg;nla Smith, Health, EdFrom an original 180
applicants, the committee
searching for a new state
univet'sity chancellor ha s
• shortened the list to 10. Three
choices are from Minnesota.
One of the three Minnesotans, Garry Hays, is presently
serving as vice-chancellor for
academic affairs for the
system. The other two
choices, Samuel K.rislov and

Area county. judge discusses
bad checks, new marijuana law
By John Ritter

Phow by John Ritt•

SCS designated bicentennial university

==~~

Mlnneeota lleut.nant Governor Audy Perplch offlctally d"Jgn•tn SCS
" • blc:entennlal unlv.,.lty In ceremonlN hfld Frkl•y In Atwood

ft':11 ~~ la.c_!'tJ

t~i:~

1:::ry~~i!:1!:n1!~!~
Ofltroar•m• afkt proJ«tl" PIIMed on to th•lr dncendantt. He Nici he
a-ll UJ>MI when people Ny that th• bicentennlal celtbr•tlon 11 a big
party •nd too comm..-el•llzed. "It 1hould be mor•, " he Nld. Perpfch
cited the 1l•t••• beautification program,•• evldence. that Minnesotan,
•r• con1elou1 of prnervlng natural rnourcn.

A lot of bad checks are
written in St. Cloud, but a
small percentage of them are
passed by SCS students ,
according to Steams County
Judge Ranier Weis.
With a local checking
account and two IDs, there
should not be a problem
cashing checks in town, Weis
said Thursday in . Atwood
Center.
Speaking to about SO
students at SCS. Weis
discussed the new marijuana
law, shoplifting in St. Cloud
and writing bad checks.
Weis said he is not sure he
favors the new marijuana law
which went into effect over the
weekend . He said the law does
not allow for the quality of
marijuana, ci"ting the fact that
some countries grow marijua•
na more potent than others.
The new law reduces the
penalty for possession of a
small amount of marijuana to
a petty misdemeanor. Until
1971, possession of 1 % ounces
was a felony punishable by· up
to 20 years in prison.
The law decriminalizes the
first offense because a petty
misdemeanor is not considered a crime unEl.er state
law . It carries a maximum fine
of up to S100. but no jail term.
Under the new law, a first
offender wou ld still be
required to p! rticipate in a

drug education program
unless the court decided it
would be inappropriate. A
second offense within two
years would be a misdemeanor and would require a
chemical dependency evaluation.
However, Weis said, a
conviction under the new law
could still hurt job opportunities for offenders '' depending
on who gets the message. ''
Some employers might take
the offense into serious
consideration, he added.
Weis said he is not
convinced marijuana hurts the
body. More research has been
done on marijuana than any
other drug, but its effects on
the body are still J.mclear, he
added.
Concerning shoplifting in
St. Cloud, most people
underestimate its seriousness
as a crime , Weis said.
"It is a little thing that will
haunt you the rest of your
life," he said. "I always fine
the offender 5300 the first
time around myself.''
Weis is especially con•
cemed about jobs which may
be lost b~ause of a shoplifting
charge.
·
"H a company is bonded.
they will nol hire/anyone with
a theft charge," Weis said.
"They won't even give you a
job as a stock boy. ' ·
With a shoplift ing charge , a
person cannot get a Civil

Service job, be a laywer, a
certified public accountant or
enter a military academy. And
in the armed services,
,,remotion would be affected
according to Weis.
Most St. Cloud stores are
equipped to handle shop•
lifters, Weis said.
In one store, security
guards watch customers from
about 25 different windows
and can walk right through the
store with the customer
without him knowing he is
being watched.
Other stores use the

~~~~y

::t;~:!o:f
;~t=~ds~
dressed in plain clothes ,
arriving in the store at various
times.
Some judges levy a 525 fine
against shoplifters, but Weis
said that is a joke. The
shoplifter thinks everything is
taken care of, but forgets it is
still on his record.
Weis also commented on
violations of the Minnesota
School House Law which
prohibits liquor on state
university campuses.
Weis said he has never had
any charges brought agatnst a
violator of the law in his year s
as a judge and that he "can't
visualize a criminal prosecution" in a violation of the iaw.
Weis ' lecture was spon·
sored by the Student Legal
Ipformation Center.

May Daze weekend features
bicycle, keg-rolling races
The annual May Daze
weekend has been planned for
May 7-9. This year' s theme
will be Spring Fever Festival.
Featured in this year's
festivitie s will be a bicycle
race from Halenbeck Hall, to

Federal study
ordered on sex
discrimination
Shirley Schrader, acting
dean of graduate studies, has
been appointed coordinator of
a federally-mandated study to
report by July 1, 1976, on sex
discrimination at SCS.
Sex discrimination includes
more than athletics, according
to Schrader. She also will
e1:amine university recruiting,
admissions, financial a.id,
student rule and regulations,
housing rules, health care and

insurance benefits, student
employment, single-sex courses and women's studies, to
insure non-discrimination.
Schrader's report will in• ·
elude recoinmendations for
remedial actions, wherever
discrimination is found to
exist.
She will appoint a self·
evaluation policy committee to
assist her in considering
written comments and revising university policy and
procedures.
Schrader attended an April
5 meeting of state university
affirmative action and Title IX
coordinators at Moorhead
State University. The meeting
was entitled "First Steps in
Title IX Compliance." Title IX
forbids discrimination in
schools on the basis of sex.
Educational institutions reclining federal funds are
required to prepare an
assessment of their policies by
July 21 to insure compliance
with Title IX of the Education
Amendments of 1972.

Selke field via the 10th Street
A dance will be held at 9
Bridge, then back to campus. p.m. at Newman Center May
A softball tournament for 8.
men and women will begin
The highlight of the annual
May 8. The finals are May Daze will be the Keg
scheduled for May 9. Trophies Rolling Race May 7 at 4 p.m.
will be awarded to the first Beginnning at the front doors
and second place teams for of Stewart Hall, the course will
be down streets and over a
both men and women.
cross-country terrain, ending
in back of the Halenbeck
tennis courts.
Ten teams will be e ntered in
1 the race, with 20 members on
each team. There will be an
equal representation of men
and women, with two
members rolling the kegs at
once.
May Daze is open to all
organizations and indepen·
dents on the campus. A
general meeting for those
interested in participating will
be held May 3 at 4 p.m. in the
Mississippi room of Atwood.
All applications to compete
must be turned in by April 28
to the Major Events CommitShlrley Schrader
tee office in Atwood 222.

Congratulations to:

Margaret Bonner
Winner of $100 Scholarship
..
from Alpha Phi

Goodman Jewelen
Herbergen
Hal's
St. Cloud Dodge

St. Cloud Men's Wear
Stereo I
Scbeels Hardwue

UttJe Johns Pub
Sean

PeDDey's
Knights Chamber

Scblft Shoes
Jim'• Auto
St. Germain Hotel
Fltzb.vrls

Students conbibute
ID recyding project
Students are the single
largest contributing factor to
the recycling movement in St.
Ooud, but they are not doing
all they could, according to
Atwood Director Gary Bart•
lett.
"We see as many pop cans
in the waste baskets as we do
in the recycling barrels,"
Bartlett said.
The food service workers at
Atwood, however, arc more
conscicncious about the pro•
jcct and make sure every can
they use gets recycled ,
BartJett said .
Spring is a good time to be
concerned ..about recycling ,
Bartlett said because many
people are c(eaning out their
basements, attics and garages. Bartlett encourages
people to bring their stacks of
old newspapers and maga•
.: ~::~to Atwood fo~/~~yclin$.

More than 100 SCS students in Atwood Brickyard. The
have been invited to an April society is open to juniors,
29 induction ceremony and seniors and graduate students
banquet of Phi Kappa Phi, a in the top five percent of their
national scholastic honor class.
Two years ago SCS became
society.
"Membership in Phi Kappa the first Phi Kappa Phi
Phi is the high est general chapter in Minnesota and the
scholastic honor that a 161st in the nation , Park said.
university can bestow on a One hundred twelve SCS
student," said Thomas Park, students belong to the local
secretary-treasurer of the SCS chapter.
Tickets can be purchased at •
chapter.
Induction ceremonies begin S4. 75 from Park in room Al43
at S p.m. in Atwood Theatre, of the Education Building.
followed by a 6 p.m. banquet

IIIC IOII CU WASH------..

SELF SERVICE r.ARS & TRtK:KS
OPEN 7 DAYS PER WEEK
ATTENDANT ON DUTY

.,.ca.-

Guys
&
Gals
Cur/u Perm
9.95
. · Stykng Comp/de

Styled Hair Cut
-Shampoo
-Styled Cut

-Bbt.o Gun Dry

1.75
April 6 thru lOtli

MODEL COLLEGE
OF HAIR DESIGN

Sponsored by
Perkins

Phi Kappa Phi chapter
to induct new members

plus

gre,Jt classic
movies.
TUES., THUR.

Be lure for o.r •ew
'IPeJ. •iglJI sJu~u,J

b,twu• 11 & 11

Downstairs, Downtown

201-Sth Ave So

253-4222

SCS d«:rease evidf11t.

College students' English skills declining
By Harvey Meyer

There bas recently been considerable concern among journalism &nd
English departments and employers
over a decline in writing st.ills among
college students.
Prompted by an influx of
telecommunication systems and relu:ed societal standards, English skills
have been declining steadily since the
mid-60s, according to statistics from
several national surveys.
-Time magazine reported that the
"U.S. educational system is spawning
~ generation of semi-illiterates.••
-A recent National Assessment of
Education Progress (NAEP) study
revealed that essays of 13 and
17-yeu-olds "are far more awkward.

~2an~l~t.~

=:::.er::tth-:!
the
-At Eastern Michigan University,
the number of · students in all
departments having to take remedial
English bas doubled 'in the past five

Y~A recent NevJ Yort Tu:nes article
reporteil ttiat an increasingly large
number of students cannot read
English well · enough to understand _

textbooks

previously used

an.d

understood by students.
.
-A 12-year steady decline in
Scholastic Aptitude Tests scores is
especially noticeable in wtjting skills.

said he has noticed a decline in making
effective transitions and in fluency.
"Sentences tend to rump and
fumble instead of following some
recognizable patterns,'' Rylander
said.
He added there was also a problem
with students being able to effectively
analyze a literary piece.

Relaxed standards
According to several national
publications, the problem stems from
,;everal areas, but many point to
relued writing standards in the U.S.
educational system as a major reason
contributing to the decline.
"Students areQ.'t getting real
writing instruction in high .schools,••
McCallb said. ''They still have to take_
writing courses, reading boob, and so
forth, but many of these boob have
nothing to do with writing itself.''
Rylander points to the prevalence of
elective systems in high schools,
where students have much freedom in
choosing their classes, as a factor
contributing to the decline.
"Students lose out in the elective
system and modular scheduling-which
bas been dominant in the last 10
years-because there is no consistency
in the system, Ryl~der said. ''What a

student learns in one class may not
necessarily to useful to him in the next
class he takes under this system."
Another reason Gottshall cited is
that classes in high school are too large
to give individual attention to
students.
"But," Gottshall said, "you can't
really blame high school instructors
who ·have 1SO students. The classes
are just too big to grade. Therefore,
some of the teachers are a little easier
on students when grading them
because they don't have the time, so
students suffer."
There is also the argument that too
many high school instructors are
sacrificing basic skills fOr creativity in
writing.
However, John Hugo, language arts
department chairperson at North
Junior High School, said he does not
see a decline in writing stills
stemming from Iact of prepar-ation in
junior and senior high schools.
Although he acknowledged a
current emphasis on oral commonication, Hugo said North's English
curriculum has remained the same
since the rnid-60s.
He suggested that part · of the
decline in writing skills in colleges may
come from colleges lowering their
eligibility requirements.

Decline at SCS
And-the. decline in ,~ g skills is
quite · evident at SCS, according to
several English instructors.
Dorothy Perkfns, writing clinic,
· where students can receive help on
improving their English skills, said the
number of stu'1ents attending the
c1iDlc has increased steadily, "par•
dcui.arly noticeable in the last year."
Similarly, James Gottshall, English
department chairperson, voiced concern that more students-"particularly_in the last two years" -are becoming
eligible for temcdial reading courses.
Noted Jonathan Lawson, SCS
English department: "Some students
going to school here can't read and
write with any .degree of proficiency.
Some freshmen students are reading
on the seventh grade level."
The decline has accelerated in the
last 10 years "and if this continues,"
warnS former SCS English instructor
Paul" McCalib, "we'll have many
college graduates who are functionally
illiterate."
Test scores have indicated that
student writing stills have · deteriorated in the past few years at SCS,
Gottshall said.
There does not appear to be a
specific area where students need the
most usistance, he said. Student stills
are decreasing equally in sentence
structure, vocabularly and -spelliDg.
"I would say the most dlfflculty
students coming to the writing clinic
have is with awkward or confused
sentences," Perkins said, "and this is
probably bec&usc they don't hear the
sentence as being awkward.'•
Co.ncurring with P~kins' be-lief,
Lawson said he has witnessed students
not ~ecognizing' sentence patterns.
''There seems t~ be a collapse
there,'' he said, ''and frequently thc·re
is po concept;ion of paragraph size.''

i..11•
f."ho(o t,y DwtgM ~

R~t~=~;:lt~~~i~~f~;.:..-.:~!-t¥.J.U.•.J.n..~
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''I think colleges have to realize they
arc letting in students they wouldn't
let in 10 years ago," Hugo said.

Colleges manufactured half the
problem by letting in so many
students, he said.
The- English Department chairperson at St. Ooud Tech High School,
Dennis Loge, observed that "some
changes have taken place'" in
grammar skills of students.
"I guess we've noticed that
mechanics, spelling and --vocabulary
has declined somewhat in the past few
years," although Tech has not
administered any tests, he said.
Loge somewhat dispelled the notion
that modular scheduling contributed to
the decline adding that Tech students
are required to take six English classes
during the last three years of high
school.
College instructors should not be
concerned with what high school
teachers are doing. "It's our
responslbility to bring them as far as
possible," Loge said.

Basic skills
''.I think we're going through a cycle
in English education," said Mark
Mortrude, Apollo high school English
department chairperson.
"For the last four or five years,
there has been a deemphasis in the
basic English drills sort of learning,''
Mortrude said.
'.' I don't think teachers feel these
skills aren't important. Almost all of
our classes include basic skills and
some of our English classes are
sequentialized,'' Mortrude said.
While controversy continues over
how effective pre-coJlege English
education is, there appears to be little
disagreement among educators about
the impact of tele-communications on
writing skills.
According to seweral instructors,
colleges are feeling the impact of
students who have lived through the
first television generation ..
·The problem with tele-commupications-television, radio, movies-is
that programs are aimed at a low
audience level, Perkins said.
• "There arc short sentences, quiet
answers and small vocabularies,''
Perkins said. "As a result, W hen it
comes to handling complex sentence
structures, those students of the
television generation ·do not have , the
experience to handle it."
'-.,
And with young people spending
more time. watching television than
· ever before, students are influenced
"by this simplistic spoken style,"
Tune magazine reported.
"There bas been more emphasis on
oral communication," agreed Mortrude, "and possibly there's a great
deal more openess from students
because of it."
So~e parents use television as a
replacement for children's books and
as babysitters, Lawson saitl.
But a decline in writing skills lies
deeper than television, according to
Change magazine. It lies with
oufsclves. "We have accepted an
anit-la~age culture." P A9,'( ~d~d mcCalib, it lies with a
culture in which everything must be
pleasurable.

Writing aldlla
1lrUf:titt'.1,.~llpQ,.tlXl ,' f ~.- 11r, .4-:rm.lN1"1C1uallW- , 'Cbntinued on page I '1
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Opinions

II
Studentscan
help selves,
Atwood out
Due to a government act, a
part of Atwood Center may lose
its aesthetic beauty. Fortunately, students at SCS have a
chance to prevent this from
happening.
Atwood Director Gary Bartlett has been .told the railings
surrounding the stairwells and
open areas are a safety hazard,
since they are only 32 inches
high. According to the
Occupational Safety and Health
Act (OSHA), all such barriers
must be at least ·42 inches.
Atwood'sdo not measure up.
The only remedy is to place
10-inch exten.sions on top of the
present railings. One idea,
supplied by Auxiliary Services,
was to cut up bicycle racks.
This less than beautiful idea,s
seen in front of the Atwood
Short Stop. Bartlett is not
satisified. Neither should
anyone else be.
Painted brown to match the
wood on which the railings are
mounted, the bicycle racks are

'

Letters
Manson, Jesus use
similar techniques
To the editor:

PhotobyJackli,Lorent?

Blc:ycle rack barrlert Ilk• this on• wlll be put up around Atwood

not
sufficiently · disguised- they still look like racks. If
they were put on every part of
Atwood's railings that need to
be revamped, the building
would lose much of its aesthetic
appeal.
All the railings near
Atwood's main entrance must
meet OSHA standards. All
open stairways also need
higher railings.
Bartlett announced three
weeks ago that Atwoo<! is
sponsoring a contest to find the
best design for the new
railings. There have been no
replies.
hundreds of thousands of people alive,
destroyed m·any of in religious war,
still does, and gave billions disabling
anxieties which interfere with the
effective behavior of the individual.
Manson possibly killed 35 people and
who knows what his following will do.
Manson is very much a second corning
of Christ. Let's hope the story
improves over the first, for the sate of
all of us.

not

~

asking students to do his work take pride in it.
for him. He was offering prizes
Completed designs should
for the innovative ideas-$10 be submitted to Gary Bartlett
for first place and SS for in 118 Atwood. Those who have
second. The stimulus is there. technical questions should
Yet no one has reacted.
consult Tom Braun, director
No safety hazard actually of Auxiliary Services .
exists; at least there has never
With sudden, sweeping
been an accident. There is changes this spring, there has
nothing to make anyone believe been much talk of "student
an accident will occur in the governance" and "keeping a
future. But an ounce of voice." The chance to improve
prevention may avoid an ,· the student ,_ .union . m,ay seem
accident.
small in coritpirison, but it is
SCS students should want to where it all begins-students
have · a voice in how their effecting positive change in
student unfon, looks. If it is their own best interests.
ARA has to purchase also.
We started in April, 1974 to talk
about union and their only answer
was-"We cannot promise anything
but hope that you don't want a union ."
They did nothing except to raise our
pay up to the minimum wage which
was a federal law at that time of S2 an
hour.
After the vote for union was passed
61 -15 in December 1974 and after
numerous postponements by ARA we
finally went to the negotiation table
on Feb. 6 and 7, 1975.
When we got to the wage increase
ARA cried aloud that they would have
to go out of business to give us whatwe were asking . So we compromised,
feeling sorry for our company who
wants to be "one big happy family"
and only took a 25 cent raiSe at that
time.
Then they just coula not and would
not go retrospective to September 1974
(no wage increase at that time) and
again we felt sorry for them and put it
up to February 27. At that time ~ere
was another week of quarter break and
they had no -salary increase or
expenses so actually our new wage.
was not in effect until about March 10,

Paul Keller
Charles Manson's followers would
graduate student
do anything for him. Do you know of
someone else who had such followers?
The followers of Jesus would do
anything for him. Manson is a product
of a place we call prison where there
are many punishing things and where To the editor:
he learned to manipulate people so it
would not be quite so punishing. JesuS
In answer to an article in the March
did not travel more than 30 miles from 12 Chronicle, "Dorm room, board
home until he was about 30 years old. rates increase little next year," I wish
1n his environment there was a great to state that I think it is totally unfair to
punishing things and he learned to blame the 90 ARA Food Services
manipulate people to lessen the workers for the 70 percent increase in
effects.
board and room rates at SCS.
Both Manson and Jesus were
To go back in history, if the company
uneducated people and so were their had given the workers a regular yearly
followers. Both used techniques of wage increase we would not have
control to keep their followers ignorant unionized to make ARA understand 1975-that was fM $2.25.
and thereby ~eep control.
that we were serious)y in need of a
The other raise wits postponed until
Manson liked using fear, but also raise in pay to meet our living July 1, 1975 SO that they would have a
promised a rewarq when his family expenses.
chance to include the increase of.uplto
would rule the world. Sound familiar?
I am sure our 15 cent to 40 cent that 40 cen~ -making our wages f2.65 in
Jesus threatened infinite hell, infinite we received in July 1975 -did not ~; ~id for th~ new. contract in Mw
5
cruelty, he8ven.
' aCCOunt for 70 per cent of the raise in
Both had much controversy board and room rates. We know our
Now
understand that was an
surrounding their trials. Je s us grocery bill haS gone up and 1 am sure excess of actual expenses according to
perpetuated a following which b~rned the same applies to the groceries that the Chronicle.
Page4

Dorm rate increase
caused by-ARA

1

uni"' • dlffar911t design It preHnted.

It is not as if Bartlett was going to look bad, they will not

,;. •JQi.'1

l cannot understand how they can
say the increase in the year's board
and room was entirely due to salary
increases and 9ecause of the ARA
workers going 'union.
ARA employees
Irene Nlhaus, steward

10-hour parking may
increase problems·
To the editor:
l have been a · student at SCS for
three years and for the three )'ears l
have' followed the parking problem.
The 10-hour proposed parking time
is good for those students ~get to
school at 8 a.m., but if this limit went
into e~ect the other students would
have no place to park all day .
This would put more students out of
parking space and therefore increase,
not decrease the parking problem. It is
too bad the students do not think
before they park. If we would park in
the &lotted space, not driveways,
parking lot entrances and yellow
zones, we would not have to gripe
about tickets. Those that receive the
tickets usually deserve them whether
.they think so or not. Let's think before
we tte any quick a.ction which we
rn~ t be sorry for later.
Mui<McCallb
biology, pre-wlldllfe
,
,"\\.J•
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faculty cootract causes change

SCS students have new role in government

I

Editor's note: The question of what
role students will play ln cam.pas
governance has been a confualna one
at SCS ever since the facalty contract
WU ■lped In Much. Presented bore
la what baa happened and what may
happen to student. .. viewed by the the past all the components, the
pretident of the Student Component faculty, the Professional Support
Auembly.
Personnel (PSP), students and the
administration came together in the
By Chuck Backes
senate to discuss policy changes,
present grievances and ideally come to
Many students have heard about an a~ment that would then be
"collective bargaining" or faculty presented to the university's presiunionization or news concerning the dent . In the future, these organizagovernance structure at SCS. I would tions will work individually with the
lite to discuss these subjects and president in airing grievances and
explore some implications they may presenting suggestions for change. In
have on students.
essence, the effect of this change will
It has been almost a year since b~ to eliminate the common ground for
• student governments in Minnesota free and open communication.
have been focusing their attention on
Where does this leave students? It
the bargaining process. Through the seems now that students, as a faction
Minnesota State University Student of the university community, will
Association (MSUSA) student gov• themselves work directly with the
emments at the state universities have president. These meetings, under the
collectively researched the possibili· terms of the IFO contract are called
ties · for -student input into the "meet and confer sessions." The legal
bargaining process. They worked to definition for meet and confer is an
present a uniform concensus of exchange of ideas. However, since
student interest to the bargaining students are not unionized, their
teams, specifically the Inter Faculty meetings will not be called meet and
Organization/Minnesota
Edllcation confer sessions. Although they will
Association OFO/MEA} and the State take on the same structure-an
University Board . Showin·g an exchange of ideas between repreenthusiastic concern for students' sentatives of the students and the
rightful role in university governance, university's president.
. on a local as well as a state level,
contributed greatly to preserving these
rights through this lengthy process.
Early in Maich a contract agreement
was reached between the IFO/MEA
and the State University Board. The
effects of this new contract have
already been felt at SCS. The
University Senate is no longer
operational. We are presently in a
period of governmental evolution. In

Guest Essay

At SCS, student representation is
the role of the Student Component
Assembly (SCA). Weekly meetings
between the SCA and SCS Pres.
Charles Graham have already begun.
In many ways this new structure can
enhance the role students will play in
university governance in the future.
The students' position on a particular
issue can be clearly communicated to
the president.
With the demise of the University
Senate also comes the demise of many
of the joint committees. Now, a
number of committees with which
students have a special interest will
fall under direct control of student
government. One primary example is
the Student Activities Committee
(SAC). Recently the State University
Board granted autonomy to all state
universities in regard to the setting of
student activity fees and the system of
collection. The SCA, through its
Student Activities Committee, can
raise or lower student activity fees and
determine how they will be spent. As
with all the other university
components, all decisions by the SCA
are subject to approval by the
President Graham. Control over
student activity fees is only one area in
which students will be able to
effectively detertfline their living
environment in the university
community.
It is important that students view
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the university as a community, not
merely as an institution and with that
viewpoint realize that they as citizens
of that community can, in part,
determine what that community as a
whole will be like. Not only am 1
speaking about student governance
but more broadly in respect to housing
conditions, to room and board rates, to
changing curriculum and to services
offered by the institution.
An example of this is the four
student services presently sponsored
and run by the SCA-Stu4ent Book
Exchange, Student Ombudsman
Service, Student Employment Service
and Student Legal Information Center.
The possibilities for the future are
endless but the maintenance of the
present services and establishing
future services are up to students.
The need for students to have an
awareness of their collective potential
is paramount. Students should work
within the system and participate in
bringing about change in that system.
It is not only essential that students
take an active role in the university
community but it is also necessary for
those who do not become directly
invol\led to at least participate in
selecting representatives and accepting the responsibility to communicate
their needs and desires
to
representatives selected. This is the
best path for students to follow in the
future.
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Watergate film sheds light on politics, reporting
FIim review
We can file Bob Woodward
and Carl Bernstein under the
same heading as we do Lewis
and Clart and Lennon and
McCartney.
The social document ·'AU
the President's Men" bas
revealed to the American
public that we still have our
culture heroes-even if they
arc two simply, hardworking,
sometimes bumbling (but by
now definitely rich) metropolitan reporters.
The film begins with a
re-enactment of the Watergate burglary. When Washington police close in on the
burglars, the understatement
of the decade is radioed by the
burglars' lookout: "I think we
have some trouble here."
After hearing in court that
burglar James McCord is an
ex-CIA operative, it becomes
what have been called a
"how-dunit about a whodunit" for the reporters.
Co-star and prime-mover
for the picture, Robert
Redford, for once, does not
play Golden-Boy of the
Cinema. Instead he and
. Dustin Hoffman spent months
with the actual reporters,
learning their habits, working
their Jong hours, slipping into
the characters they were to
portray. Both Woodward and
Bernstein have praised the
film, not as being close to the
truth, but as the truth.
Neither Hoffman or Redford
try to steal the film from the
other. In fact, it was Jason
Robards as Washington Post
editor Ben Bradlce who left
me with one of the most
satisfying performances.

Director Alan Pakula should
be commended for his
contrasting images of the
murty, secret-ridden bad:streets of Washington and the
bright, scrutinous glare of the
Post's city room. It provides
the fine line between what the
reporters knew they had and
what they could actually
publish. Also, to Pakula' s
credit, emphasis was placed
on the extensive research
drudgery Woodward and
Bernstein encountered. Pieces
of the Watergate puzzJe bad to
be inter-connected. As they
shuffle through thousands of
library cards, a view shot from
the ceiling of the Library of
Congress reveals: an image of
the rat-maze they must run to
dismantle the ''big cheese'' in
the White House .
Screenwriter William Goldman and the whole cast should
be praised for the naturalness
of dialogue-bickering, ~ rupting and seemingly normal
reactions are visable throughout the movie.
A great piece of Hoffman's
acting comes out ·when a
bookkeeper for the Committee to Re.elect the President (CREEP) confirms that
$350,000 in a slush fund was
used, she thought. "to take
fatcats out to dinner.'·
Incredulous, Hoffman lights a
perperuaJ cigarette, snickers
and queries, "S350,000 for
dinners?''
This film may be viewed as
a second stab to undermine
the cunent Republican (and
Democratic?) mentality that
employs covert operations.

to become the 38th president
at noon today."
Perhaps the best insights
into big-time American poli•
tics offered is Woodward's
still undisclosed source, Deep
Throat, played superbly by
Hal Holbrook. When Woodward is on the wrong track,

Gerald Ford's place in the
movie is guilt-by-association.
He not onJy announces the
landslide vote tally for Nixon's
1972 GOP nomination, but the
last image offered us is the
relentless teletype rcrounting
the story of August 9, 1974:
''Nixon resigns. Gerald Ford

Oop,-.1gM ptdD by

w.--

BrctMrl

au.tin Hoffman• C.rl hmat.ln [left) and Robert
RecHord • Bob Woodward dllcover a new du. In

thew_.. ...

and -

puttlftg

ByCluluPDzea
"Life has just been one long
party. I've never worked in my
life ," says composer Franci§:
Pyle. Considering bis long and
successful career in the field
of music, teaching an d

Phatot,yctw111A~
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together on Bernstein'• typewriter In "Alf the
Prwldent'a Mtin.'' It la now llhowlng at Cinema 70.

the -

Composer's life is 'one long party'
composing, this seems like an
odd statement.
When talking to Pyle,
however, it is easy to sec that
he enjoys bis wort immensely.
"All I tiy to do is write
music which I think is very
good," Pyle said, "so it's very
satisfying. This would be the
onJy thing that I would ever try
to do-write music the best I
possibly can.''
His best is certainly
exceptional as illustrated at
the American Musical Festival
Concert Friday in the Atwood
Ballroom. Two of Pyle's
compositions, ''Symphony No.
1. for Winds" and "Sail
Forth'' were featured.
Pyle was commissidned by a
Galveston High School band to
write "Symphony No. 1."
Normally Pyle worts on
commission. If someone wants
to buy the wort later and
publish it that is fine ,
according to Pyle.
"I accept those commissions which I think I can fulfill.
I write music which I lite to
write, and think I can do, ' ' he
58

Comj,oe« Franll Pyle (left} dl9CU.... tom. ol hlt
mutk:al compoamona with his wll• and Dennis Lane

Deep Throat says, in times of
crisis, the men at the White
House "aren't very smart
guys. " His best advice to
Woodward, which provides
~e key to Waterg•~~ is:
... follow the money ...
"All the President's Men"
is playing at Cinema 70.

aft« llatenlng to aome of t1i. worts playtld by
,cs band In the Atwood Ballroom.

th ■

~hen cho6~ing·the text for
his music, Pyle C9Dsiders
many things . _.; ~ /
The first point to consider is
copyright laws, he said. The
next thing is to find out when
the copyright of a wort
expires. After finding out

what material is available, he
then takes into consideration
watt the person who commissioned the piece wants.
In the case of "Sail Forth"
the person wanted a secular,
American text.
"The text appealed to me, I
could agree with it and it was
suitable for a piece about this
long and for the medium
which was acappella chorus.
This is the reason I chose it
and I think it's 0.K."
A performance of the wort
"Sail Forth" lzY the SCS
Concert Choir directed by
Stephen Fuller was the first
time Pyle heard the wort
performed.
Pyle has been composing
most of his life and taught at
Drake University for.35 years.
Although he is considered in
retirement, he still teaches
violin, viola and music
composition and theory. He
also travels around giving
lectures for various schools
and organizations.
Pyle said that he enjoyed his
visit at SCS and was favorably
impressed with the school.•
' 'These people are comparable in every way. The faculty
is comparable. When I say
that, that's a compliment
because I think I come from a
Py~

Continued on page 7
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Music:

Vicky Barrett and Mike McCowen will give a joint vocal
recital tonight at 8 p.m. in the Performing Arts Ce nter Recital
Hall.
The SCS Symphony Band will give a free concert Wednesday
at 8 p.rn. in .the Atwood ballroom.

Ciµdy Larson and Mark Honnold will give a free
trombone-tuba recital Thursday at 8 p.m. in the Performing
Arts Center Recital Hall.
Leclun,:

"A Christian Patriotism for 1976 A.D." is the topic of Rev.
Kenneth Beck's lecture ·to'be presented tonight at 8:15 p.m. in
Brown Hall 232.

Thea - Braiterman, · associate professor of business and
economics of New England College in Henniker, New
Hampshire, .will speak on "Changlng the American Economy: A
program for_th.£ Third Century" on Thursday, April 22 at the
College of St. Bened!ct; The lecture will be at 7:30 p .m . in the

Benedicta Arts Center auditorium.
Art:

Registration £Or a batik demonatratlon and .workshop begips
tomorrow at the Atwood main desk. The demonstration will be
at 7 p.m". Al)ril 20 in the Herbert Room. The workshop will be
conducted at 6:30 p.m. ·April 21 in the Kiehle Visual Arts Center
crafts room. The workshop, which is open only to SCS students,
will cost SI.SO. .
·

'Death of a Salesman' to be presented
Warren GrNn (right} plays WIiiy Loman and Jim

Scott plays Ch■ rlla In tha SCS ThNtra pr•entatlon
of "Death of a S.lt•man. '' The play 11 about a
mlddl..aglld ulNman who captured tha tragic
~ of common men who worship Iha goddn1,

Succea,. The prM.ntatlon at 8 p.m. April 20-25 on
Staga I ol tha Performing Arts Canter ii frH to SCS
students with an 10. Tt'la box office wlll open tor
ticket uln today.

Film,

us1eath" will be shown free Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Atwood theatre.
·
"Sanday, Bloody Sw;aday" will be shown free at 3:30 and 7:30

·, P·!ll,Yri~y

iJ!~iJi..\t ""~ood theatre.

Theatre,

Ticket sales surprisingly low
for Charlie Daniels concert
ByRooeannllecbl

Ticketa are now available at the Performing Arts Center box

office for the April 2(}-25 production of "Death of a
Salesman." Tickets are free to SCS ,students with I.D.

PYie
Continued ~ -
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good place (Drake) and I think
this is a good place to be,••

1?.1; :!t

th~ students are
fine, I tbint the directors are
fine, _.thC thOOretical . work is
fine. I've seen the gra<fuate
students and the undergraduate students and I think you
should be very prou_d of what

you have here at SCS."
To show that the school was
also impressed with Pyle's
wort, a plaque was presented
to him at the finish of the
performance of bis work
"Symphony No. 1." In
accepting the plaque Pyle
commented, "I posed them a
great task and they did a.great
job.'' The audience indicated
that they felt Pyle bad done a
great job also by giving him a
standing ovation.

Final preparations arc being
made for tonight's Charlie
Daniels Band concert, according to Pat Corcoran, Major
Events Council Concerts
co-Chairperson.
The Charlie Daniels Band,
with Wet Willie as guest star,
will perform in Halenbcck Hall
at 8 p.m.
·
Much publicity has gone
into the concert, but ticket
sales are still . low, Corcoran
said.
The unfamiliarity of Charlie
Daniels may be one reason for
the lower ticket sales,
Corcoran said.
The Charlie Daniels Band is

part of a blueblood tradition of
Southern Music that includes
the Allmans, Lynrd Stynyrd
and the Marshall 'J:ucter
Band. .. . - .
"Fire on the Mountain "
and "Night Rider" are two
albums the Charlie Daniels
Band have recorded.
The band performs with a
southern twist and has much
crowd participation, Corcoran
said after seeing them in
concert last fall.
The band is a six-member
group that includes keyboards, two sets of drums,
bass, guitar and fiddle. Most
music played is written by
Charli~ Daniels.
Wet Willie, also a group

GRANITE CITY

·PAWNSHOP

that plays southern type rock
and roll music, is most noted
for the single release ·' Keep
On Smilin."
The sit-member•group has
had six album releases with
"Dixie Rock" being one of the
most po1ular.
The Charlie Daniels Band
was not the MEC's first choice
Corcoran stated.
America was first sought.
but after delayed confirmation
Corcoran looked into other
group possibilities.
With the availability of the
Charlie Daniels Band in the
area it was decided to try aitd
have them perform, Corcoran
said.
Tickets· are on sale 3.t the
Atwood Main Dest h the
price of SCS students with
validated IDs $2 and the
public $4.

519 2nd St. No.St. Cloud , Minnesota

Buy & Sell - Small Loans
Excess Abundance of
Unclaimed Merchandise
OPEN - 10 a.m. - 7 p.m. Mon. - Fri.
1{) a.m. - 5 p.m. Sat.
PHONE: 252-7736

Shop Granite City Pawn Shop
for the best prices in town ·
Tuesday , Aprll 1.3, 1978

Show Your
Affection

SIXTEEN - 0 - ONE
SHEU.

TIRES • BATTERIES • LUBE
MAJOR & MINOA REPAIRS

Buy your Loved one an o/dJ;,ook.

I Bca,ks f1t~

TRANSMISSIONS &
AIR CO~OIT IONING

PHONE: 251:9867
1601 SOUTH FIRST STllll
ST. CWUD, MINN. 56301
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Artistic inspiration
starts with nature's
textures,patterns
Nature ,provides a starting

point for artistic expression ,
according to Rose Schumer
who is exhibiting jewelery and
weaving works in a Master of
Arts display in Kiehle Visual
Arts Ccnttt.
The exhibit, which is in the
north showcase, can be
viewed from 8 a.m.-10 p.m.
daily until April 23.
Schumer depends on nature

for inspiration in ·many
instances. She sees a
snowflake as an item from
which color, tenure and
pattern ideas can be taken to
incorporate intp a piece of art.
Schumer became interested
in art while attending hgh
school, and was influenced by
a "very good instructor.,.
She has worked with a
variety of art forms aside from
jewelery and weaving.

" I've done painting, dra'Wing, cer~ics, a little bit of
watercolor and all the crafts,' '
S<;humer said.

Schumer prefers human
models for her dr3wings . The
human is ''one of the most
perfect forms you can get,"
· she said.
Schumer's Master's exhibit
consists primarily of clothing
and silver jewelery. Most of
the silver worts are rings. The
fabrics are predominantly
double woven wool.
The kuechquenitl. a poncho
formed from two carefully
placed rectangles, is among
' 'the very, very old body
coverings.. included in the
display.
Skirts, ponchos, sherpa

coats and Danish bog shirts
are also on display. •
• 'The sherpa coat is
indigenous to the Himalayan
Mowitains. It is slit down the
front with two side panels.
Shepherds wore them for
warmth like we would wear a
sweater," Schumer said.
The bog shirt dates b&.;d
2000 years , according to
Schumer.
A 6'3" double woven
wallhanging, one of Schu•
mer•s latest worts, is also
included in the show.
More awareness of art
displays is needed,. according
to Schumer.
"It's hard to get people to
come in for shows from other
buildings around campus,"
Schumer said.
Schumer spends about eight
hours a day working on
various pieces.
"Sometimes I - come back
and wort ~er supper. The
amount of time I put in
depends on the mood I'm in
and how well the project is
going," Schumer said:
Commenting on her future,
Schumer said, "I hope
to-eventually- teach in a
college. H I can't do that I'd
lite to wort. professionally in a
gallery or shop."

Wind en~emble to perform concert
The word syrnphnic ind.i•
cates something large in size
according to Albert Moore,
SCS symphony band conduc•
tor. Therefore, the words,
symphony band , are used tO
indicate a wind group of
symphonic proportions.
The symphony band, consisting of about 85 members,
will perform in concert tonight
at 8 p.m. in the Atwood
ballroom. The concert is free
and open to the public.
Members of the band
include both music and
non•music majors. Moore said
the band is open to anyone
who would lite to participate
in it.
.
The number of symphony
band concerts varies, Moore
said. He added that although
"this is their last formaJ
concert, they will perform
downtown at the mall in May.
They will also play in Stewart
Hall for a group of area fifth
grade students.
The symphony band also
combines with the wind
ensemble each year to play at
football ·a nd basketball games.
The symphony band meets in
the Performing Arts Center
twice a week to rehearse for
performances.
Seven selections will be
played in tonight's concert.
Featured in the concert will be
four student soloists: Ross
Wilson, junior, on trombone;
Steve Brausen, senior, on
frencb born: Karen Ohman,

junior, and Nancy Sery,
sophomore, on clarinet.
Conducting the band along
with Moore will be Jay
Hesner, student conductor,
and Allen Marquardt , assistant conductor.
One of the selections,

"Music For A Civic Celebration' ' by Roger Nixon was
commlSsioned by the J.C.
Penney Corporation as a part
of the bicentennial celebra•
tion. The piece has been
donated to SCS by J.C.
Penney.

-HON SHOINING -
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At tines it looked lie it miglrt cost them their
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Italian Festival Day

Jazz trumpeter
featured May 5·
at Arts Center
J:az.z trumpeter Maynard
Ferguson and his 13-piece
band will perform Wednesday, May 5 at 8 p.m. in the \'
Benedicta Arts Center Auditorium at the College of St.
Benedict.
Ferguson has performed in
clubs,· concert halls and
festivals around the world. He
has played with Big Band
leaders Boyd Raebum, Jimmy
Dorsey, Charlie Barnet and
Stan Kenton .
Ferguson's music, including such selections as "Hey
Jude," "El Dopa," " Theme
from Shaft," "Bridge Over
Troubled Water" and "Fire
and Rain," is bringing, people,
1 y0ung and old alike, bact to
the sound of the big bands.
Tickets for the pe:rformancc
are on sale at the Benedicta
Arts Center Ticket dffice and
are S5 for adults and S2.50 for
students. Foi-· more infonna•
tion or reservations, \ call
,J6.J-5777.
p~~~~•.
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Lofts, bunkbeds, paint help
students escape boxy rooms
By Judy Juenger

Marcel Marceau, the famous French mime, has a skit
in which he portrays a man
trying to escape from a box. Of
the 25 percent of SCS students
who live in dorms, many of
them feel the same way.
One form of escape for
students is to decorate their
rooms. There are not rules for
decoration except to use

·common sense, according to
Mike Hayman, director of
residencC hall programming.
''The key is that nothing is
damaged," Hayman said.
All students are free to
paint their rooms, but must ~

through the Housing Office,
Hayman said. They are given
a choice of colors and told to
follow regular standards. If
students paint their room
unsatisfactorily, they must
either repaint them before
they leave, or sacrifice part• of
the damage deposit.
Unusually decorated rooms,
complete with different paint
and large posters, are found
"several times a year,"
Hayman said.
''The majority have been
really excellent in decorating," he added.
Hayman said he has noticed
some trends in dorm room
decorating.

"Lofts have taken off in
popularity," Hayman said.
"Bunk beds are tremendously
popular," he said, adding that
students have had bunk beds
for many years, but not in
such proliferation. Students'
taste in posters hasn't
changed much, Hayman
added.

Students vary in how they
decorate their rooms, depending greatly on which sex they
are, Hayman said. Women
tend to use the lighter colors,
with a greater tendency to use
more pastel shades when
painting their rooms, Hayman
said.
Men usually use heavier,
darker colors to paint their
rooms, he said although
"more and more women are
going that way too."
Dorms have basically the
same space to work with when
decorating there rooms, although Hayman said Benton
Hall students have the
advantage of an extra room to
work with.
One of the most innovatively decorated rooms on campus
belongs to Diane Puff and Lisa
Faust in Mitchell Hall . They
were the hall's representative
in the inter-dorm decorating
contest.
Their walls are decorated

LIN fau,1 [l•ltl and Dian• Puff hav• decorattd th•lr wall, wllh about
1,000 pletur" of ~pla cut from Hv• dllfartint maguln".

Photo b'f suw. Sdlumactier
Rooma
"nit goldflth, name Alfalfa, and Ralphla, a tam, help decorate thla- Continued on page 10
room Inhabited by Uz EU1trand and terrle Moen In Shoemaker Hall.

Free Checki.n g
University Faculty and Staff
First American National Banlt offers a convenient service to
the Faculty and Staff of St. Cloud State University. It's called
DeposiPay.
DeposiPay-the payroll deposit service that sa~es you time
and money. Your pay is deposited by the University into your
checking or savings account at First American.
With your account at First American, your pay will be
deposited according · to your specifications. First American
will:
1. Deposit you_r pay into more than one checking or savings
account;
2. Divide and deposit your ·pay between several checking
accounts or between several savings accounts;
·Deposit part of your pay and send you the balance by
mail;
4. Regularly transfer between your checking and savings
accounts (First American pays the lllGHEST INSUREp
SAVI'NGS RATES OF ANY COMMERCIAL BANK IN TIU:
UNITED STATES.);
5. Automatically make your monthly First American loan
payments.
All these services are performed for you, even when you are
on vacation . Compare the options of DeposiPay with other
bank J?ayroll deposit systems.

s:

TUNday,'Aprll 13, 1978

P■ IICNICKll\le

Best of all, you receive FREE CHECKING at First American
when you are paid through DeposiPay. No minimum balan~e,
no service charge. You can write checks on your own line of ·
credit when you qualify for Anytime Credit. Also, Anytime
Teller and Bank by Phone (telephone transfer service) are free
24-hour services.
DeposiPay is an econ~mical, time-saving sefVice that offers
you many options. Ask about DeposiPay at your University
Business Office or contact Customer Service at the First
American National Bank.

DeposiPay-"'That's The Way To Bank""
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Rooms
Continued from paae 9
with about 1,000 pictures of
people that they cut from five

different

magazines.

They

said they followed no special
theme throughout their pictures, but they would have
liked to use different pictures.
"We would have liked to
have all men, Puff said, "but l
don't think our parents would
have appreciated all naked
men on the walls."
Puff said they had gotten
the decorating idea from
having her room at home the
same way . They hope to do the
same thing next year.
"We're going to have it this
way next year-if they let us
keep it up," Faust said. She
said they would like to leave

au the pictures on the walls
during the summer and Jive in

the same room nert year.
Their floor is covered with
carpet samples ....which they
sewed together.
They do not remember how
long it toot them to decorate
their room, but Faust said
they sometimes worked sis:

hOurs at a time, taping
pictures on the walls. Total
cost was S70.
' 'By the time we were done
doing the walls, we were
climbing the walls," Puff said.
''You got so you were kind
of stoned," Faust added.
Both agreed that it is more
comfortable and liveable.
People can sit on the floor
when they come to visit
"Without freezing
their
butts," Puff said.
Their parents have seen the
room and were pleased with
the results.
A lack of time and money
usually deter most students
from decorating their rooms
too extensively, according to
Puff and Faust.
•'We just wanted a nice
room," Faust said.
Barrett Coner and Jeffrey
Piehl, Sho:emat.er Hall resi•
dent~, s81d they had n_o
preVIous plan to decorate their
room.
''It Cl.me pretty spontan•
coo.sly," Conor said. "We just
put things where we thought
they should be.'' Hthe objects
did not loot right in one place,
they just moved them.

,

~

PflotobYa.vl Matakl•

HIIS.C... roomrnatM Kt'Vhl Braun [left] and Jem•

0
Pa!Je 10

Conor and Piehl's room has
bunk.beds close to the doorway
with a living room set up on
the far side of the bunks. They
said they both lite the way it is
set up.
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CHANTILLY BEAUTY SALON
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bed loftl In their room,.

"It's much better than any
other room I've been in. One
can be doing homework while
the other one sleeps," Conor
said.
Having the right tind of
,

■omlllhlng more than Ju1t go to IChool.
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Dollan Stntch,.._;.....,.
for aure ... at Taco John'• nothing
Is priced above 75 cent1 ... 1 dollar
buys a great \uneh and two dollars
buys ahr.ost more than )'OU can
eat. Come flrid out today. 10 Ave.
North and Flrtt ttrMt .

Fo r frtt information . wri1r lo:
DRUNK DRIVER . Bo• 230
Ro,;:hitlr. M1r1land 20!S2
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Werduw are two of many itudants who hava bulll

Fourth floor StNml Hall Inhabitants Pat Corcoran [left) and Jim
Ortttlth •Id tM)' decorated their room belcauH they wanted to do

HOW TO KEEP THE
UFE Of THE PAffl
AUVE.

;,•

~~~- - ~

fir . . .

Call 25Z-IG5

roommate helps the atma.
sphere of the room, according
to Conor. He knew Piehl for
eight years before they were
roommates.
''There is a genuine bond of
friendship between us , "
Conor said, adding that people
get the right impression of the
two people when they wait in
the room .
•'And neither one of us is
very slobbish," Conor said_.
They tried to use "very
natural colors'' in their room
according to Co nor. They used
blues, browns and greens,
· which are.very soothing to the
eyes and they tried to stay
away from the reds, yellows
and "bright colors."
Conor agreed with Piehl
when he said the room setup
was based on ''loots and
efficiency."
''We have the maximum
amount of room and the
maximum •amount of art•
icles," Conor said.
"I can't think of anything
we'd want to change. It's very
eye•pleasing," Conor added.
''You can be in the room for a
long time and not notice how
long you were there."
They said it cost them S25 to
decorate using the money for a
refrigerator and buntbeds.
All•campus room decorating
winners, Kevin Braun and
James Wardlaw, did not want
to build lofts in their Hill-0.,se
Hall room
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Although they didn't paint It lhemNlvN, 1h11 room decorated with
large red end white llrlpN end blue background, S1Nffll Hall
,_ldenta Mark Nlelson and Mika Schmidt say they Ilk• It.

Student: "We couldn1 live
in a-box, at least I couldnl "
"It looked like a cave lite
that,'' Braun said. So they
modified the loft to allow them
more room.
"We both put our ideas into
it and it seemed to wort out,"
Wardlaw said.
Braun and Wardlaw spent
about S200 to fix up their
room. The most expensive
item is a royal blue velvet
couch that Braun built for
S!OO.
Both said there was a
definite need for decorating
their room.
''W.e couldn't live in just a
• box, at least I can't,"
Wardlaw said. " We have to
make it liveable.''
Despite their success with
the room, they are planning to
move off-campus next year
because of lack of space.
" We've done the most we
could with this room. It' s just
too small, Braun said.
One of the comments
• expressed most often during
interviews was that the walls
are plain and ugly colors.
''You get tired of looting at
four stinking walls, Shoemaker Hall resident Liz
Elfstrand said.
Elfstrand rooms with Tettie
Moen in the East Wing of
Shoemaker. A friend who also
lives in Shoemaker made their
• buntbcds at a cost of S15 .
Alfalfa (a goldfish) and
Ralphie (a fem plant) live with

Efstrand and Moen.
One of the nice things about
the room, Elfstrand said, is it
has a ''nice view ... you can see
the river."
Neither of the girls is
planning to return to school
next year.
One of the rooms on campus
that has a loft belongs to Jim
Griffith and Pat Corcoran ,
fourth floor on Stearns Hall.
They decorated their room
because they felt it was
important to do "something
more than just go to school,"
Griffith said.
Corcoran agreed, saying
that they wanted to mate a
Photobw'S-.....Sct11,1mar:h•
home out of their room.
They paid about 540 for the One day after tM)' drank a few bNrl, roomm■ tN llne their walls
loft and a couch. They did not Jeff 8tMk (abov•l and Kevin H_uctiendor1 dedcMd to
have any trouble with building
the loft, but they almost did room is that friends can come bunts to complete their room
not get the couch into the in and not have to sit on the decor.
Some rooms have evolved
room. They had to haul it up beds. Griffith added.
four flights of stairs and take
Sometimes an unusual room from fun.
' 'One day we drank a few
the door off its hinges, Griffith is assigned to a student and he
said. The couch barely decides to keep it that way . beers and it piled up,'' Jeffrey
squeezed through the door Such was the case for Mark Biset said about the room he
Nielsen and Mite Schmidt, and Kevin Huchendorf live in .
frame.
Everything else ''kind of also of Steams Hall.
It has one wall completely
Last year, someone had lined with beer cans and
came with the room,'' Griffith
painted large red and white another half done.
said.
Bisek said they have
''Salvaging is a good way to stripes with white stars on a
get things," Corcoran said.
blue background on the wall to received compliments about
Corcoran said his parents give the room a bicentennial their room from various
had see'n the room and were look .
people.
"amazed. They saw it at the
"l lite it, " Nielsen said.
"They think it's different.
beginning and now and they "We get a lot of people That's what l lite ... to make
didn 't think it could happen. " stopping in to loot at it. '' people loot at it, " Bisek
What they like about their Nielsen and Schmidt added added.

· Every crisis in a person's
life demands thou11htful
and soulful considerahon of
.!!!_possible choices available.

with beer cans.

As in other rooms, they
have added bunk.beds to give
f:hem more space. Biset
brought tools from home, so
all that was needed was to buy
some lumber and stain which
cost about S50.
They plan to improve their
room next year by building
shelves and putting plants
there .
They only have one
complaint with the room .
Someone came in while
Huchendorf was sleeping,
Biset said, 1tnd took their
telephone and a'clock they had
on their shelf. He said they are
offering a reward.

Got something to say?
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Join the SCA
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conlid~ti.al help
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April I-4th - 7:30
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Sports

II
Baseball team comes
through conference play
with three wins, one loss
By Rick Nelson
The SCS basebal)- team
came through it s first
weekend of conference play
with three wins and one loss
against host Southwest State

University.

Th e

Hu sk ie s

scored 27 points in the four
games to six for Southwest .
Tom Regouski. the first

pitcher for SCS Friday, went
all the way, giving up only two
hits and one - walk, while

striking out nine batters.
In the second game Friday
night , Jay Ness was the hurler
for

the Huski es in a
disappointing near-scoreless
game. Ness struck out five
batters and walked two,
allowing only four hits. But
the Huskies lost on a
half-swing in the last inning,
the bottom of the seventh.
In that inning Ness walked
two and was hit for a single,
loading the bases with two
out. The next Southwest
batter slipped the ha.II
between the mound and third
base and outran the throw to
first. scoring the runner from
third.
The score put Southwest
ahead and ended the game.
On Saturday, Mike Bialta
took the mound for the
Huskies but lasted less than
two innings. Dan Kne came on

in relief in the second and
gave up one hit to the first
t> -itter he faced and Kne lasted
Lie remainder of the seven
innings, receiving the win for
the 13-5 victory.
Dave Mingo rounded out
"-~ {-1.,"'l:/i~•
the SCS pitching staff for the
weekend, pitching a shutout ~ ~\~~~
. . ~ .
and a three-hitter : Th e
·'
Huskies won the game 9-0.
Mingo struck out nine of the
Southwest batters in the seven
inning game.
Kevin Hanzlik , veteran
catcher and one of SCS ' s
- •'·'..
tri-captains, did not make the
trip to Wouthwest. He
. ::.. . . '.. . .· . ·
dislocated a shoulder while
·; ;_~ ........··~ -:--"'-- --ri".:':
playing the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln two week
Erwin T'op [MCOnd trom rlghl] ran• 30:20.3 1lx mlle laam acorn w•r• kepi In th• competition,
ago. Hanzlik should be for
Ural place In the Manlloba Rel1y1 Salurday. No
catching again in another
eight days, according to coach
Jim Stanek.
"Steve Knapp and Mike
Solheim were catching for us
separately, but when they got before the Christmas break,
By Rick Nelson
at Southwest, " Stanek said.
together for the co-ed the second half began in early
'' Fortunately we have good
competition,
they swept the January.
The • SCS bowling teams
young people to take up the
(men and women) teamed up field.
slack (in Hanzlik's abOn the weekend of February
"We won it going away," 5. 7, the bowlers entered the
sence)."
at the Minnesota Intercollegiate Bowling Conference men' s bowler Jon _Eggenber- Association of College Unions
The Huskies are now 5-6 for
(MIBC) meet to top off a ger said.
the season and have a leg up
International (a regiona.l •
The two men-two women meet). The SCS · women
successful season with a
in the conference race after
last weekend .
conference victory in the two team was made up of SCS bowlers finished third in that
students Eggenberger, Spring meet, one place away &om a
men-two women contest.
The Huskies will host
Northwestern College in a
The MIBC meet, held in Kettleson, Mike Kurr and chance to move on the
·
Faribault, was good to neither Cindy Lysne.
sectional meet. Winners in the
doubleheader beginning at 3
But, in the men's division secional meet go on to national
the men or the women
p.m. today .
play, SCS placed fifth of eight competition.
teams while in the women's
The men bowlers did not do
division, SCS was fifth out of as well, -i,tacing fifth in the
six teams.
regional competition.
The MIBC tournament put
Though SCS did not fare
the lid on a two-part bowling well in the MIBC meet, they
season that began last did do well against the same
October.
teams they met there in
Beginning the season with head-to-head
baseline, Tracy St. Onge had succumbed to' the Mankato
competition
the least games won against team in the final two sets, eight men and eight women, during the season. In the final
her, winning her match 6-2, losing theffl 6-4 and 6-3.
the bowling teams finished the
Whitlock was encouraged year with eight men and six
6-0.
women. The first part of the Bowlin&
Chris Andresen, fifth SCS by the women's win.
' 'It was good for them (the season for the bowlers ended Continued on page 13
player, easily defeated her
opponent in the first set 6-1, Huskies) to win one after last
but had a little more trouble in week," Whitlock said. (On
eamin2 pilla r of conthe second, winning a close Tuesday, April 6, the Huskies
lost 8-1 to tbe University of
7-6 set to take the match.
~~~~kf.
ffi.r==-....,,L
Minnesota-Minneapolis.)
In the final singles match,
the schooner ist)s1
Team captain Sue Fischer,
back in 1he dim pas1of ScanDawn Peterson downed her
felt the match was tough but
Mankato opponent 6-4, 6-4.
t~:ti89t1i~r~~~~~:r~~~~Fischer and Fisher teamed the Huskies definitely bad
less. when Australian s.,ilors
up to form the first SCS the superior team.
adopted it as the re2ulation
"They had some pretty
doubles. Though they seemed
bcerquan1ity for young seamen .
to be in trouble the first set, good players," Fischer said.
{A 3/4 pint mug was too mucb:
a 1/2pintglasstoo little.)Sot he
which they lost 6-4 , they came •'But, overall we had more
wasp·wam, bonom-heavy tavback strong in the final twq depth and better players.''
glass was christened with 1he
The next competition for the
sets, slamming home a win
name of a ship midway between
with a 6-0, 6-1 finish to the SCS women will be today at
a cutler and a frigate .
Macalester College in St.
The schooner hasn't changed
match.
a lot . And neither ha~ Olympia
Haug and St. Onge wortecl Paul.
Beer. h ss1ill made with premium
"Macalester and Mankato
together to wrap up thefr
ingredienis and a hcri1age of
played a 5-4 match earlier in
match 6-2, 6-0.
brewing ~ ricnce 1hat never
The Huskies sole loss the season and I think
changes. A grc.i1 beer doesn 't
change . Olympia ne>'lr will .
occuned in the third doubles Mankato lost that one,"
/
ntlltch. Andresen and Carole Whillock said. "I think the
Hohman picked up the first set two teams arc comparable so
it
should
be
a
good
match
."
with a 6-4 win, but \hen got
into trouble and finally
Beer dot."Sn't ).."l.'t any better. •

<~:~i¥.;I
--

--

. .....

Bowling teams' season ends in victory

Womens' tennis team sports
8-1 win over Mankato club
By llld< Nollon
"They had a good team, we
just played very well.''
That is the way Dee
Whitlock, the SCS women's
tennis team coach, explained
the 8-1 SCS win over the
Mankato State University
squad.
All six SCS players won
their singles matches. Sue
Fischer, number one SCS
tennis player, had her hands
full with her Mankato
opponent, but was able. to
subdue her 6.4, 6-4.
Laurie Fisher, number two
singles player for the SCS,
beat her opponent decisively
6-3, 6-1.
In the third spot for the
Huskies, Gail Haug ran over
her opponent early in the
match, beating her 6-0 in the
.first set. Haug fost to the
Mankato tennis player in a
close secorid set 6-7, but came
back to put the match away
with a third set win 7-5.
The fourth for SCS on the
Page 12
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Coaching new challenge .for tennis player
By 011od< Shatek

administration and being able
to communicate with the

For three years Bob
Colleran successfully. toot on
the challenge of number one
singles player for the SCS
men's tennis team. He faces a

players. A coach has to be able

new
chal1cnge
this
yeu-ooachln2.
·Changing roles from player

to assistant coach for the
Huskies tennis team has been
an interesting transition,
according to Colleran.

"You take on a different
tl)Oint of view." Colleran said.
"There are many responsibil•
ities involved in coaching you
don't realize until you get into

the actual situation.
"There arc certain basic
things a coach has to do lil:c
organizing practices and trips,
making up schedules, ·setting

•the

cooperation .,.. of

the

to do these things if he wants
to be successful," be said.
Colleran said the experience
is helping him to understand
that there's more to coaching
than just cottecting a players
poor backhand.
"I haven 't done that much
actual coaching this year
except for giving a few
pointers, or if one of the
guys is having problems with
part of his game I'll mate
suggestions on how he can
improve it,'' Colleran said.
"It's tough to tell the
players to change their game
at this stage anyway," he
added.
"Most of them have
developed a style and have
used it for a number of

years. They're reluctant to
change because they have
played a certain way for so
many years and it becomes
comfortable. Changing styles
and habits takes time and hard
wort."
Colleran said· he is sometimes hesitant to tell a player
his mistakes because he
played with many of them last
year. But he is gaining more
confidence as the season goes
on, Colleran said.
"The guys h..,c responded
well to me; they arc all very
coachablc," Colleran said.
"They know you have to do
C'Crtaln things tO improve and
they realize I'm trying to help
them .
"Most of the guys wort out
on their own a lot, we don't
have structured practices. But
I do send them through

drills," he said , "If a player
He feels tennis is a very
needs help I'll give it to them , mental game and you have to
otherwise I mostly get things know how to handle your
emotions.
organized."
· A native of Caledonia,
" I try to share my
Minn., Colleran was a pl!chcr psychological
experiences
on the high school baseball with the other players," he
team because they did not said. "There are pressure
have an organized tennis situations during a match. You
team. He started playing have to know how to react to
during the summer and tcpt them and be able to carry an
at it because he liked the attitude that worked in ooe
game. He eventually came to situation to others.
SCS because of the good
''Too many players are
tennis reputation, Colleran afraid of losing; that is just
said.
another added pressure on
He probably docs not push you. My philosophy on tennis
himself as much to improve is to play as hard as I can and
since he is not cornpeting, but if the other guy wins that
he still lites to keep a level of means he's better and there is
consistency, Colleran said.
nothing I can do about it,"
"1 still play a lot , sometimes Colleran said.
four hours a day," he said. "I
Colleran' s competitive nalike to tecp my game up so ture is what attracted him to
when I play the guys on the the game, he said.
team it will help them .
"I like the one-on-one
" It's sort of an ego thing, competition," Colleran said.
when I get out on the court I "If you lose it's your own
tnow what I'm capable of fault. You can't blame anyone
doing and want to execute. else on the team."
You have to tcep playing and
Colleran, a physical educapracticing io maintain this tion major, said he would
level (of consistency) and keep much rather be playing
your confidence up," Colteran because he really misses the
said.
·
competition.

Bowling
~---12
standings, the women placed
second to the University of
Wi.sconsin-LaCros~.
•
"The University of Wisconsin-LI.Crosse is the defending

champion,"
Eggenberger
said. "They are probably
down there.(the national meet)
again ~ year. "
The SCS men placed third in
the season's standings. They
came in behind the Lacrosse
team and the University of
Minnesota-Minneapolis.
But, Lysne said she felt that
the season was definitely a
success.
"We improved a Jot over

the season," Lysne said. "We
(the women) · were very
inexperienced."
Intercollegiate
bowling
stresses both team and
individual competition, especially in the way it is scored.
Four people bowl for each
team in two three-game
efforts.
Each player on the team
plays
in
head-to-head
competition against a· ·plaYer
froril the other team. If be
wins his game, the player gets
a point for his team. After
each game, t;lle pin total of
each team is aclded up and the
team with the most points gets
three extra points. So each
game has a total of seven
points.

.........

Angulhlra Goll Cour•·
(S,.W .... ...,

251-9619

251-9177

2 blocb woot, 4 blocb 11011th of c.o..r,,,..i. (Tum at
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Breezeway Saddle Shop
3100 CINrwat., Road
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It. Cloud, Mn
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third in the shot put and fifth showed some power in the
in the high jump. Dee Griebel meet, with a fourth place
drew a second place finish finish in the two-mile relay , a
with an 11 :48.S effort in the fifth place in the mile relay
two-mile and fourth in the and a sixth place in the spring
relay .
mile with a 5:44.8 time.
"It's difficult to compete
Joan Kampa finished
ahead of Griebel in the mile , with these indoor track
taking third place· with a 5:37 teams.'· Coach Karen Thomp·
run. Ann Erickson was fifth in son said. "It will help us a lot
the two-mile run for the to get into the outdoor
season.''
Huskies.
The Huskie relay teams

By Rick Nelson
The SCS women's track
team took a fifth place of 12
teams in the Moorhead
Invitational Saturday.
The Huskies finished three
points short ·of fourth place
with 45 points in their last
indoor meet of the season.
The University of Minnesota Minneapolis won the
meet with 100 points.
Moorhead State University
was second with 86 points, the
University of Minnesota-Duluth placed third with 54
points and Mankato State
University was fourth with 48
points.
Sue Wahl was the only
individual winner for the
Huskies. Wahl qualified for
the Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women
(the national · competition)
Photoby0wlghtl:1azard
meet in the high jump with a
About eo scs students vie for Hveral prlz.. In • frl,~throwlng
cont"'· Cont..tanta were r11qulred to throw the frlJbN 65-100 fNt 5'2" jump.
SCS's Mary Wild, placed
through • target four fNI by -she fNt.

Banquet Pot Pies
Chicken Turkey Beef Tuna

8 .... plea

son had the right •'touch·'' to
win the contest and the
first-place prize, a wood tennis
rack.et from Fitzharris St.i
Haus.
Rex Housennan won .himself a receipt for three bottles
of wine from Cobom's Liquor
for second place and Doug
Edman won a , Red Carpet
T-shirt for finishing third.
The competition began with
the contestants attempting to

118 Slnh Avenue South

RE-ELECT
JERRY

P.

WEYRENS
COUNCILMAN-AT-LARGE
St. Cloud State Unlvenlty and the city of
St. Cloud 1hould co-operate In aolvlng the
parking problem In the unlvenlty area by: .
•approving a site and plan tor location of • parking remp.
•prnentlng • mathod ot tlnanclng • 11ructura of this nalure.
• calllng • public Information mHtlng for all alected central
Minnesota leglllatlve members to eonvlnca them of the urgency
Of this proJec:t.•1n a )olnteffort, fhecltyof It. Cloud, St. Cloud Stata Unlvarally,
and tha chancellor of the State Collega Board, should maka this
prnenfatlon to tha Mlnnnota 1tata leglalator.

Prepared and circulated by the Weyrens Volunteer
Committee, Warren Hutchens Chairman

Jeno's Pizza

89'

Hamburger Sausage Pepperoni

13%

oz.

Regular Ground
69'
- Beef
lb.

Frisbee winner has the right touch
Two misses and you're out.
Friday was a beautiful, but
windy , day for. a frisbeethrowing contest on the banks
of the Mississippi River by the
10th Street dam. With prizes
for the first three places in the
contest, 60 SCS students were
persuaded to try their skill and
luck at throwing a frisbee
through an open target four
feet high and six feet wide.
Freshman Randy Christian-

29'

100% Pure Beef

hit the target from a distance
of about 55 feet.
By the end of the contest,
the distance the contestants
had to throw was about 100
feet.
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JEANS!
BY LEE,

KEY AND
MAVERICK

MEN'S and BOYS
WESTERN
Shirts Jackets Panh
Straight, Flair and Wide Leg

Schools reevaluate «itK:ational em{ilasis

.Job outlook bleak for gra·d uate students
(College Press Service)Graduate school. The name
itself rings prestige and
upward mobility.
Put a Ph.D. behind your
name and people will be
clamoring for your time and
advice. A peaceful life in the

isolation of acadmia awaits
graduates of graduate school.
Or did, until a few years ago
when graduate schools started
•producing PbDs much faster
than the oountry needed or
wanted them. The college
boom of the 60s when
universities needed graduate
assistants for teaching and
research had faded by then
and the economy was closing

•do;:e :e:;:ed:~~co~~S::!id
0

graduate schools continue to
tum out specialists who would
never find jobs in their fields
just for the intellectual purity

of the process? Or should
graduate schools take notice of
the real world and produce
only what the economy could

bear?
The pragmatists who think
graduate schools should be
relevant beyond the campus
boundaries are represented by
the National Board on
Graduate Education which
recently published forecasts
for graduate students of this
decade.
To be pessimistic, the
report says, as fCW as one in
ten PhD's will find work
teaching at colleges and
universities. Than means that
nine out of 10 will be
''underemployed,•• working in
trucks, factories and high
schools.
By 1980, one eoonomist
predicted, there would be at
least two PhDs for every job
that is closely related to the
education provided in graduate school. The growing
scarcity of jobs for people with
graduate degrees has borne
this out.
For instance in 1968, 3.9
percent of PhD recipients in

English were still jobless
when they got their degrees.
In 1973, 21.5 percent were
unemployed when their degrees were awarded.
The National Board, which
has been studying various
aspects of graduate education
for three years, urged
universities and students not
to go to graduate school
because they think the
economic picture will brighten
in the next decade. That
unrealistic hope will only
result in "a wrenching and
extremely damaging downward adjustment in the
1980s,'' the board ooncluded.
The board prescribed big
doses of honest analysis for
graduate programs, especially
new and undistinguished
ones. They also suggested
that graduate schools recruit a
new clientele from older
people who already have jobs
in the community.
The board suspected that
many faculty and administrators of graduate schools would
not find their report good
reading and that they would
resist the "changing emphasis
in some graduate programs"
suggested by their analysis.
Deans of 51 major research

universities dismissed the
idea . of designing graduate
schools around the manpower
needs of the country last
November.
In a report issued by the
Association of
Graduate
Schools, deans claimed that
such a shift in emphasis from
the purely intellectual to the
reality of the economy would
''violate our tradition of
individual choice in a free
society.'' The individual
student, the deans said ,
should be the '' primary
determinant of graduat e
enrollment.''
The Graduate Association
report admitted that finding
jobs for doctorates would be
tough in the future. Prospective graduate students should
realize the tough competition
they would face even with
their degrees.

But "those who elect to
pursue graduate study nonetheless should be welcomed
for their disinterested dedication rather then denied the
opportu nity for advanced
study."
The intellectual purists
agreed that some changes in
graduate schools were inevitable and in some cases
welcome. More "non-traditional students'' with different
kinds of goals would be
entering graduate schools and
the deans agreed that new
programs would have to be
designed for them.
But the "adjustment process," they warned, has
inherent •'dangers of overresponse, of underemphasizing
the things that universities do
best, and of neglecting the
long-range contributions of
scholarshio.''

St. Ooud Mayor ~cuin
Loehr who is seeking relection
will visit campus Wednesday
to answer questions from

students on city issues .
Loehr will be at Hill-Case
Hall at 8 p.m.

Donotopen

"The Real Thing"
is available on SCSU campus at the
Atwood Deli and the Snack Bar

Sign• Ilk• 1h11 one In the Education BUnd1ng are an lndlcatton of plana
tor bu1ldlng operation and how the bulldlng WIil UM energy. ''Eeoh
y.. r 21• mllUon Amerlcenl uu a much energy for air condltlonlnsi •
IOO mllllon ChlMN UM for •II purpoNI and . . . . . . . almoat " much
energy• 15 mllllon Japan. . consum• for all pufPOMI." (Stewart
Udall, 1873]
·

Quench that thirst with:

Coca Cola • Bubble Up
Fresca • Tab• Mr. Pibb
• Frostie Root Beer •
In cans, quarts
and½ gallons
(:old to go at
popular prices!

19 SOUTH 5th AVENUE

Submarines,
Spaghetti &
Sandwiches

OPEN 7 DAYS

11 A.~/
FREE ON CAMPUS DELIVERY

Persona I growth workshop
to be offered for area women
A "Loss, Change and
Personal Growth'' workshop
for women will be offered at
the College of St. Benedict
Sunday, April 25, 9:30 a.m.•4
p.m.
The workshop is sponsored
by the St. Cloud Area
Women's Center, Retired
Senior Volunteer Program and
St. Ben's Center for Continuing Education and Intergenerational Program.
The purpose of the
workshop

is to show

that

changes for each individual
are unique, yet are shared

with others; to teach coping
techniques that have been
successful for others; to help
participants achieve confidence in personal development despite past and cunent
situations; and to allow
participants to share their
experiences with others.
Faculty for the workshop
will be Robert Riedel,
chairman, d e partment of
psychology, Southwest Min•
nesota State University at
Marshall; Caroline Boure•
stom, coordinator of AUied
Health Program at SCS; and

Department chairperson
co-authors business text

Norman Bourestom, clinical
psychologist at Veterans
Administration Hospital ; St.
Cloud.
Persons interested in at•
tending the workshop are
asked to call or write Sister
Mary Patrick Murray, St.
Ben's, St. Joseph, 56374,
363•5900. Deadline for registration is April 19.

business, industry and government. according to Peterson .
.. Our intention in writing
th e book was to bring together
the most widely used
forecasting methods and to
help fill a void in present
texts," Peterson said.
Peterson also has written an
introductory text in marketing
to be published next fall.

An SCS business faculty
member co-authored a text
book published last month.
Robin Peterson, chairperson of the department
marketing and general busi•
ness, wrote "Business Forecasting'' with Charles Gross of
Wayne State University.
The 380•page text is a basic
introduction to forecasting
methods in use today by

KNOW YOUR ST.CLOUD
BUSINESS COMMUNITY
Southway Bowl Employs SCS students
Located at 22 Southway Drive the Southway Bowl is easily arrived at by taking Highway 152
South from St. Cloud and turning right at Persian Club Road. You can't miss it. Open seven
days and nights a week Southway offers bowlers 16 A.M.F. lanes, a commodious lounge and a
grill, housed in a beautiful new building slightly over a year old. The Officers of the Company
are Robert M. St~arns, President and General Manager and Richard Trettel, Vice President.

Southtown Uquor

.•.....,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,,,.,.

Cheek11r ...... of tht WIik:

The Southway Bowl racked up some kind of a National record in com·pleting a building of its size
and type for use as a bowling alley with only eighty-two days intervening between breaking
ground date and the opening date, October 12, 1974 .
Sponsored by a Minneapolis Corporation, The Jim Miller Construction Company, Robert M.
Steams spent several years as a touring professional bowler and since bowling instruction is
offered at Southway Bowl some of the Stearns expertise may be acquired by simply enrolling for
instructions. Bob's Pro Shop at Southway Bowl is open to the public and displays ·a large
selection of bowling equipment and accouterments.

,

-ti ,,

Bob Steams was born in St. Goud, attended school in St. Cloud·and as .a school boy dreamed of
the day when he would build and operate a fine bowling facility in his home to'Wn. Southway
Bowl fulfills his dream. About two dozen employees are required to serve the needs -of the
Southway Bowl patrons and among these are a number of SCS students.

GaANDY'S TOINING

Friendly
Liquor

-•-s.

FreePies
for thew le family

&

REPAIR SERVICE
MAJOR REPAIRS
TUN£ UPS • BRAKE SERVICE

Wines Uqaor Kea ~

SNOW Pl.OWING

Prkeaan lllaJ,t

STARTl·NG

1/4 pta •• Pta•.5tha•• Qtl

511 ht Street So.

Off Sale

TOWING

10 S. 11½ Ave.

251 -7744

251-8640

ST. CLtij.lD, MtNN.

ST. CLOUD DODGE, INC.
301 .5TN AV,. SO.

~PlilFm~,

ST. CLOUD. MINN. 56301

I

0oqe Authorized S.IN and Senice

RoUTc , ..wEST HIW•v s2
ST . CLOUD MINNESOTA S8301

INC.

LARGE SELECTION OF CARPETING

Can&Trucka

LowaeT PNrcce • ltJl:~11:NT INeTALLATION
COMMll:,.CIAL 6

Ra:e1oa:NTJAL

TOM BROWN
PRESIO;NT

(812) 2152-3347

SDUTHWAV
22 SOUTHWAY DRIVE

Bob's Pro Shop

11.,.r,

o g••ot den•" lfft>t . lhe lomou1 E,nbeo ,ndi•.duol P'•1
Mony d.J,oou1 vo<1et,e1 to choo1• lro;,,.
Simply d,~ lh• coupon bt,low ond br,ng ,1-olong with you, fom,ly
We will g,v• •orh pe<1on .,. yov, fom,fy o I••• p,• (or den•d of
you, rho,c•). w,1h eoch d,nne, o, .andw..:h orde,ed OIi•• good
11 o .,n to 9 pm do,11

:

H~H'f' ... onu INDI April 19

C (

i :~~1'::,'.t::~; ~'::,~7::~

:c;~:P:•:,1~:..:~:::);; i

i ;;;~, :•::~f,:~

~:.,ro;,~~:,~;~~:~=p•::, :

■

:~~l:u•~~=
ou• <etlouronll One •nd,v,duol p ,e o, de11e,1 w,11 be p,ow,d•d for

:

~~!w;h,~r;; :•d:;~:
you,,equ••l bnd ,, not u1oble w,th ony other coupon o, o lle,
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550 - 25TH AVE. NORTH
ST. CLOUD, MINN,

~6301

HIGHWAY 51 & 13

r
LumtMr - .Bulldlng Matarlal,

"1BE PALATE
TANTALIZING PLACE"

PARKWAY MOTORS

£44i=i

■

.,.. ...•...........•.....................
:: ~ - St.
33rdCloud
and Division
.

[612) 251-ff27

22 Southway Drive

..........................................

"

PAM-LYNN PASTRY
SHOP

BOWL

ST. CLOUD. MN 56301

"CENTRAL MINNESOTA "S FA"ILY RECREATION CENTER-

RR4 W•t Highway 62

WAIJE PARK, MINNESOTA 56387

/
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:

538 Finl Straat N.E.

(6121 251-5762

BUSINESS PHONE

DON FIERECK

2S2•9121

Owner and Manager
Chronlcle

Writing skills

Educators.·

Cond.nued &om page 3
More effort and time are
required to write a literary
piece than speak on the same
subject, McCabil said. Our
society prefers the easier
method, he said.
Society is accepting the
passive role when it comes to
writing skills, many educators
say. With conveniences, such
as television bringing lessons
to students, there is less
emphasis placed on active
participation such as reading
and writing.
And, according to Larson,
••Reading and writing go hand

Society is accepting the passive role
when it comes to writing skills.
in hand." Good sentence
structure, fluency and vocabulary are a direct result of what
one has read, he said. "It's
hard to teach writing if they
haven't read.''
Larson continued, "Part of

Convenience Is Just One Of
Many Reasons For Shopping Here!

ZAPP

NATIONAL BANK

, 1.11'
MALL GERMAIN at EIGHTH
The

BANANA BOOT

the fear is the blank
page-that awful , dreadful,
blank page. If students have
no faniiliarity with writing,
they won't know how to
write."
Our educational system
reflects our society and if
people are lenient at home, it
will reflect in · our system,
according to the NAEP study.
Another problem, contend•
ed Loge, is that teachers are
too fearful of lowering a child
if he is not competent in
English skills.
Although some instructors
like McCalib said, "We must
return to the basic skills,"
some educators like Lowell
Mortrude, secondary educa•
tion department, are not too
concerned about it.
''Instan~aneous communi•
cation is more important

now ," Morturde said.
" Language is a living
breathing organ ism ," he said.
It reflects society. When
trying to rigidly adhere to
arbitrary standards established by a small elite group of
people, you take away the
flexibility of our language.
''I'm more concerned with
better communication than
good grammar. I'm not at all
concerned with anything that
speeds up communication,"
Mortrude said.
However, McCalib offers a
different viewpoint.
"One can read considerably
faster than one can speak,"
McCalib said. "For example ,
a politician may be able to talk
right past us. But if we have it
down on paper we can see
exactly what he said.
"Imagine how binding oral
contracts would be if writing is
deemphasized." he said.
"Written contracts are more
defined and concrete.''
Employer,s are demanding
better writing skills and if
students do not have those
skills they will not find a job.
Gottshall said he received a
call from a'n employer who
sa.id, "For Pete' s sake, don 't
you have any courses over
there that teach you how..to·
write."

Even after a person has a
job. Larson said. chances of
gett ing a better job are slim if
one cannot write well.
He told of one incident
where the only obstacle
keeping 12 executives from
getting better jobs was
because they were weak in
writing skill s.
Besides suggesting that
basic grammar skills be taught
through high school, McCalib
said instructors in courses
other than English s hould
emphasize writing.
"If a biology instructor tells
me 'How come these students
can't write' I'd tell him to help
teach them how to write by
assigning material where they
have to write.
"Unless· one writes in a
course other than English,
students will not get the
practice ," McCalib said.
'' People can get by to some
degree without writing." he
said. There are people who
protect their ignorance by
avoiding a situation which
requires them to write.
However, McCalib warned,
"There's going to be that ti[lle
when you'll be required to
write something and then
you're in trouble. "

Newman Terrace
Mee't-,;ur frlen• at Newman Center For an
after the eoneert speelal

Pizza & bre•

•

._...Jal off 11111pu on 111 ,-, ••• 41h St. Sollh
c.11253-2131

THE NUMBER ONE KIWR
OF-YOUNG AMERICANS
ISYOUNG AMERICANS.

LADIES AND MENS

Wide Awake
Shoe Store
15 So. 5th Ave.

Dial 251-7511

"Downtown Sr. Cloud"

You don't mean to be. But
you are. The numbers are simple.
Latest available figures show
that 8,000 American people between
the ages of 15 and 25 died in.alcohol
related.crashes. And almost all the
drunk drivers who caused those
crashes were also under 25.
1,380 died m combat. 3,4?0
committed suicide. 2,731 died of
cancer.
Jt's•incredible, but one of the

most dangerous things you can do
is to ·have a few bottles of wine with
friends·and drive home.
You can change it. You have to.
You march against war.
You fight for clean air end clean
water.. You eat natural foods. You
practice y,.oga. you are so,much for
life, 'And'you are so much against
killing.
So then, why is this
happening?
Pagp 1)'.r,'•
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Notices
Lectures
A three-way question/answer telelacture featuring Nate
Azrln tlllklng with Kansas
Unlv8ralty Madlcal School , Mental Health Canter of Northern
Iowa and SCS will be held on
Wednesday at 2 p.m. In the oP8n
area of t~e Education Bulldlng .

ABOG
The Sympotlum1 and FOr'\lffil
committee meets every Tuesday
at 4 p.m . In the Watab Room,
Atwood.

Ma)or Spec1a1 Eflntl rrieets
every Tueday at 4 l).m. In the

The Joumeyfolk meets every
Tueeday at 7 p.m . In the Outings
Center, Atwood.

MEC .oftk:e, Atwood.

Mee11ngs

Arts Commltt.

meeta every Wednesday at 3:30
p.m. In _~ Atwood.
The CoffeehouH CommltlN
meets ffYery Wednesday at 3:30

p.m . In 222 Atwood.

Slgm• Sigma Sigma aororlty la
holdlng a Sadie Hawkin• Dance
Wednesday at 8 p.m. In Garvey
Commons.
Appllcatlona are now

being

.__M_lsc
__e_11a
____n_eo
___u__s_ · ~~k~:i;.!:'.;:,."::r;,;:,::~t:

MEC

The Uterary CommlttN meets
,every Wednesday at 4:30 p.m. In
222 Atwood.

c,..ttve

Pal Chi wlll meet today at 7
p.m. In room A226 of the
Education Bulldlng.

Paul Overson will be your hosts
tor this two-hour apeclal.

In peraon or by mall.

The

Room , Atwood.

Evening wllh the Allman
Brofft-.. Steve Anderson and

Notk:N are publlshtd frN of
charge for any SCS 1tuct.nt1
group. Dudlln" for notices are
Tuesday noon tor Frklay luun
and Thursday noon for Tunctay
lnun. Notices should be plac.d

The It. Cloud · WrNtllng
Club la now working out
Mondaya, Wednaadaya and
Thul'lday■ at 3:30 p.m. In the
wrestling gym at Halenbeck Hall.
For more Information call

A four-hoor g«1eak,gy aemlnar
on " putting together YQur family
tree" will be held, Saturday ,
Aprll 24 from 12:30 p.m. to 4:30
p.m. at SCS. Requeat broehure
by Aprll 19 from M,-. Wllllam

~~~~~t~r

1:~I

A;;~~.7~\
before 1 p.m. and after 7 p.m.
For Information on low cott
cherter tllghta, International
atudent 1.0. carda, ycuth hostel
cards, and other travellng hint,,
contact the Travel lnfonnatlon
Center, Atwood 222G, 255-2206.
Interested In bejng a atudent
counaelor for th• 1978-77
Orientation Program,? Sign up In
222G Atwood or call ~2205 and
uk for Barb.

next year. Thia la an honorarla
position .
Announcing the all-dorm exerclH c1..... meet every Tuesday
and Thursday from 7 to 8 p.m. In
Eutman Hall In the east gym
through final week. The clasaea
will conalst of floor exercising,
VOiieybaii, }egging , water exerclalng and other activities. The
actlvltlaa vary each week.
Everyone la to w.eaf comfortable
clothlng to avoid dleoomfort . Alao
to let you move free!)'.

Mock lntenlew WIii be heldThuraday at 1 p.m . In the
Bualn ... Bulldlng, room 119. The
Interviewer will be Gary Anderton, peraonnet manager for IDS,
aponaored by S.A.M.

2!53-688();

Recreaflon

The Tri-Count, Huinane loot.
Thi, Fllffll Committee meets
CEC WIii m~ ' today In the ety has the following peta for
everyWedneeday at 3:30 p.m. In .. open area of the Education . adoption: Golden Retriever Cl"9P
The Rugby Club practlcea
pupplea female, Black Lab puppy every Tuesday and Thursday at•
222 Atwood.
Bulldlng.
male, Golden · tab youth male,
p.ri,. In 'the 10uth field.
The Media R•t1ont Commit•
ICA meet ■ 8VflfY Thurtday at 6 Spaniel cron puppy male, Terrier
INmaetaeveryMondayat3p.m. p.m . In the Civic-Penney Room., cron puppy male, . Malamute
Open ~tlon at Hatenbeck
cron puppy male, Collie puppy Hall wlll be held on Aprll 18 and
In 222 Atwood.
Atwood.
female, Shepherd cron adult, 2!5. The gym will be' open from
,ou hrfe any queettona three femalee, Schnauzer croaa 12:30 to 4:30 p.m. and the pocSI
The Concerti Company meets
.,.,.., Monday .: 4 p.m . In 222 about drinking or the problem, adult• m.le and female, .Peke- from 1 to • p.m.
that may go along with It? Maybe Cocker . crou adult, Siameee
Atwood.
we can anawer them . On-campua cat male, tiger-striped cat female,
Atwood Rental Center la operi
Monday from 9 to 11 a.m. for,
The Gamel and R"tcrNtlon 'AA meet• Mondaya at 4 p.m. In black and white cat• two male1.
Anyone wlahlng to adopt a pet return,, Mondaiy-Thurtday from
Committee meets every Monday the Ru~ Room, Atwood.
may vlalt the ahelter at 127 1 to 4 p.m., Frldtiy from noon to 4
at 4 p.m. In the Outings Center,
The Women'• Equality Gro~p Llnooln Ave. NE, or call 25~.()898. p.m. and 11 k>ceted ·In the Outing•
Atwood.
_ "
•
.
la 1pon10rlng the mm, Women Shetter houra.,. froffl 2 to 7 p.m. .center, Atwood lower level.
Who
Have
Had
An
Abortion
April
·
weekday,, and 12 a.m : to 3 p.m.
The Speclal Event& Committee
The Fencing Club · meet,
meets every Tueeday at 3 p.m. In 26. After the film there wlll be a on Saturdays.
Wedneadaya and 11 .open to thoae
222 Atwood.
.
apaaker and lnfonnal dlacuaslon.
Woman who have had an abortk>n
Homecoming '78 wanta your with prevloua experience or thole
..LecturH and. Symposiums and are wllllng to ahare their help now! Join the committee qf who want to INrn on Wedneedaya
your choice. For lnfonnatlon go to from 7 to 9 p.m. at Halenbeck
meets fNery Monday at ~ p.m. lri feeling• and lnalghta pleue call
222 Atwood.
·
Hall dance atudlo.
the Rud Room, Atwood.
253-97711.

'
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__SC
_____
Tu~:'~:ht~egeui!:~~ ~:.
wlll hear McCartney•• late■t:
adbum : Wing■, _. th9 lpNd of
leund. Be aura to tune In to 88.~
FM on Thunday at 9 p.m. for An
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· Jobs

The followlng )obs ere eva\labfe
through the Student.Employment
Service (SES) this week:
·
Bookk.Nper• work tour nights a
week doing bookkeeping and
llght auditing for motel, 11
p.m.-7a.m. Must have experlence, tranaportatlon, and be able
to work thla summer. Salary
depends on amount of experlence.
' Floor guard-- work Friday and
Saturday evening• from 7
p.m .-mldnlght, at roller skating
rink. Muat be able to roller skate
and maintain order. Mull be able
to work thla summer. Muat have
transportation. S3 per hour. One
or two openings.
Yantwort- pereon wanted to do
yardwo r k, hour, and daya
arranged . Must be able to work
: : r. IU!f\mer. $2.25-$2.5() per

•ts

Mantoux
for fall quarter ·
The all-dorm oo-ed volleybl&I
ev~e
~~
atudent teechert WIii be given at toumat'IINt WIJI be held April
health aervk:el Aprll 2B and 27 19-22. Th• matdlN WIii atart a1 7
-Co~uae Apoc:aly~.
from 8 to"IO a.m. Testa wlll be p:m. In E'91mafl Hall. Thla . 11
The n•xt meeting of the read on April 28 and 29 from 8 to open only to rNldenta of
Student Faculty ConualttN for 10 a.m. CATE atudenta should on-<:ampua housing. Tuma wlll
Allee Ford
m·ayor 11 ·have test, taken and reed on the coflalat ·of ·three men and three
women. s1nae ellmlnatlon - belt
Wtd_n Mday at noon In the Jerde above dat• from 1 to 2 p.m.

of three matches will be
determine tournament champions . Not more than one
lntercolleglate varsity volleyball
player may be on any team.
Oeadllne for sign-up la Aprll 15 at
5 p.m. See your A.A. for
registration form,.

Open gym houra at Eaatm8f1
Hall are: Monday-Friday, all
gyma 11 a.m . to 2 p.m.,
Monday-Thuraday, north and
aouth . 7 p.m . to midnight,
Monday and Wednesday, main
gym 7 p.m . to midnight,
Saturday, all gym, 5 p.m. to 9
p.m. Open pool hou,- are:
Monday-Friday · 11:30 a.m . tee 12:30 p.m.; Monday-Thuraday 7
p.m. to mldnlgtJ.t, Saturday 5
p.m. to 9 p.m. and Sunday 1 p.m .
to 9 p.m.

Religion
Newff\al'I Centerwlll be holdlng
Holy Week aervloe on the
followlng daya: Confenlona
Monday-Wedneeday at 11 :30 •
a.m. , 4 p.m . and Wtdneeday at 7
p.m. Holy Thuraday aervtcea at 5
:::: :~ :t":C:.anbal~-~
Friday aervlcea will be at 12 noon

and the Euter v~II WIii be
Saturday at 9 p.m.
LHdenhlp tralnlno olau
apon10red by Campua Crueade
for Christ meet, tonight •In the
Ctvk)-Penney Room at 7 p.m .

IVCF starta the day wtth
prayer, Monctaya through Frfdaya
at 7:30 a.m. In the Jerde Room .
PralN the Lord for the day,
. everyday at the Inter Varalty
Chilatlan Fellowahlp preyermeetlnga, Monday-Thunday at 4
p.m. In the Jerde Room,
Atwood.

lutMran Campus Minlatry WIii
hold the followlng actlvttlea for
Holy Week: Tueeday, 5:30 p.m.
Seder Service (a paaaover meal)
at "The Meeting Place" 201 4th
St ~ So. Thuraday 6:45 p.m .
TeiiebrM Service at

Newman

Chapel. Good Frktay 8:45 a.m.
meditation aervlce at Newman
Terrace and Eater Sunday 8:-tS
p.m. · communion worship at
Newman Chapel.

LAST CHANCE~

Summer work
Counselor/crew INder- Work
June 7 to August 20, In the
Nl11wa and New ·London, Minn. ,
area with youth• age 15-18. Must
have blology or environmental
studies background and outdoor
akllls. S140 per week. Part and
~ full-time opening, available.
. ·
Ltv.-ln akle--·work from June to
the Urst week In September for
couple llvlng In the Mlnneapolla
area wljh two young' dllldren.
Five days per we(tk, hours
arranged. $2!5-$30 per week plua
board and room.
U 1.0u· are lnter8!11ed In ahy of
theae'openlnga, pleuestop In the
SES office, .CerNt Plannlng and
Placemenl, 101 Admlnlathdlve
Servlcea Bulldlng· or call
~758.

Got something to say?
·Join the~C;\
'.fhe Student Compo~ent Assembly
is yo~ v~ice in University Governance.
file a petition -April I-15th
election - April 21st
/

.
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AUTO BODY REBUILDERS
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25 3-6959

-----

or
·
stop in - 2~2A .;: Atwood
\'
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Classifieds

All Chronicle CIHtllled edvertl1lng must be paid In
advance. Adi may be placed over
the telephone, but will .not be run

un'III payment 11 received . The
ratN tor cla11llled advertising la
25 c.nt1 per five word line per
lnHrllon paid In advancfa.

~r:~:;u~!~•~~~fo-:i~:~:;
l11un and Thursday noon tor

piano. Excellent condition . Call
251-8594.
1970 450 Honda Scramblar . Vary
clean. Call 253-5680 around 6
p.m. or before 9 a.m.
'18 TEMPEST Conv't auto tranI .
Good shape. Call BIii 255-4329.
1N8 VW aq. back factory rebullt
engine, 41,000 miles. 253-8081.
74 HONDA 750 full dr.... 3,000
mites, llke new . 253-3787 .

Tuesday l11un.

Housing

For Sale
2310X BSR auto turntable. Sanyo
~8-track car tape player. FF, eject,

repeat. Akal surround sound
4-<:hannel amp. 253-3038.
SADDLES, BRIDLES and other

tack cheap. Alce, Minn. 393-2427.
1970

HONDA

350.

Excellent

condition. Recently overhauled.
WIii take beat offer. Ask for
Monk, 251~387.
'88 PLYMOUTH Fury Ill, 318 AT,

PS, PB, 2 dr. H.T., $275. Sharon,
• 253-9969.

OTO NEW brakn, new tlrN,
excellent condition, $950. 2538081.
STEREO: GENERAL El-.:tr~;
receiver, turnt&ble, 2 speakers;
excellent condition; $100. 253-

3430.
WURLITZER "200" electric

Correction

Advertisement

Recent Taco tasters' tests have
proven Taco John's Tacos to be
the most taste tantalizing tacos In
town. Discover them at 30 North
10th Ave ...Taco John'a .

LARGE FURNISHED hou1e cloH
to campus. Vacancy for 1 male to
share May 1. Also taking
reservations for summer. 253·

4839.

•

MALE STUDENT houal_
ng openings for summer & 76-77
school year. Shared facllitles .
Close to campus. lnQulre 626 6th
Ave. So. 252-9226.
VACANCIES FOR girls to share
for summer and
fall.
Air
~~~~-Ing. 927 5th Ave. So.

aher 5:15 p.m .
FOR SUMMER and tall luxury
new 2 bdr . apts . carpeted, a/ c,
dlshwaSher, next to campus.
251-3287 or 251-5009 .
FOR SUMMER and fall 2 and 3
bdr . furnished apts. for glrls to
share - next to campus. 251 -3287
or 252-8401 .
FEMALE HOUSING contract hlr
sale for remainder of spring
Quarter. Linda, 253~9.
LIKE THE people you're llvlng
with but tlred~f dorm Ille? Live
with your friends off campus In an
approved house for women. 727
5th Ave. So . Is now takin g
appllcatlons for next !all, winter,
and spring Quarters! Stop In or
call 252-7498 or 743-2112 and ask
for details.
SUMMER ROOMS tor rent In a
central air conditioned house one
block from ce.mpus. Stop in at 727
5th Ave. So. or call 252-7498 or
743-2112 and ask lor detallsl

Wanted

found, 251-2306.
WILL DO typing ol term paper1.
Call 251--0116 after five.
BEFORE YOU uy, "lt 11 lo1tl",
check at the Atwood main desk
for any lost arttcles .
FOR ALL your Mary Kay
cosmetic needs.all 253-1178.
STUDENT SAVINGS on thaatre
tickets to the Hays and
Paramount
Theatres at the
Atwood main desk ticket booth .
Sold from 10 a.m. to 11 p.m. for
$1.75.
GO OUT to lunch wllh Jack
Danlels, win a case in Acacia
spring raffle .
BUY ANO uH tor up to 8 months .
Discount tickets for the Hays and
Paramount Theatres avall8ble at
Atwood main desk ticket booth .
BEFORE YOU ride the Greyhound, check In to the Commuter
Bus Service at the Atwood main
desktlcketbooth . 10a.m.-4p .m.
STOP AT Atwood deIk and check
~l~tetlde assortment of mega"PLANTS NEED homu too."
Buy some at Atwood main desk .
Various kinds avallable Including
hanging pot s.
LOST: MEN'S wedding band.
Reward. 1-845-4445. Call collect .
MONDAY VOTE Ma11man for a
Councilman who will work !or
you . April 19 - John Massmann.
Polltlcal advertising paid Massmann Vol. Com. Jim Pehler
Co-Chrpsn.

YOUNG ADULT Apartment
Community. 5 blks. to campus. 2
& 3 BR Apts., 3 & 4 BA
townhouses. Apts. available now.
Oak Leaf Apts. Call 253-4422.
GIRLS TO share furnished
apartments summer and tall
vacancies, close to campus. T.V.
Laundry. 253-4681.
GIRLS TO share end on• mature male. 319 4th Ave. So. 253-6606.
AIR CONDITIONED furnished

TYPING - PAPERS of all klndI.
252-2166.
REC MAJOR Neita lady compank>n homework. Weekends free,
no extra-curricular activities guaranteed . Gall De8n " Ferk"
251-5118. P.S. Sharon and Nancy
need not apply.
VOTE FOR someone who ceru Manmann Council Monday,
Aprll 19. Polltlcal advertising

::::~~h~~~lns~':!n~~~i:on

~~~e~.;:~:;pnsn:0 1. Com. Jtm _ l,;

f~~

both, utllitlea paid. 252-7718, for
Information or see Linda at 912
5th Ave. So.
AIR CONDITIONED, laundry,
parking, furnished housing,
women to ihare summer and
76-77, close In. Call 251-3994

.;_...:;.;__P_e_rso
__n_a_l_s_

Attention
L:OST PRESCRIPTION glauN,
plastic Aviator lenses, gold half frame In black case. Possibly
downtown. Please call Steve If

THROW A Jack Danlet1 party,
win a case In the Acacia spring
raffle.
.
CHITCHAT ANYONE?C:.113588.
I'm sure you s:ald that!

FRIENDSHIP BIBLE study every
Tuesday morning 9:30 a.m . - 11
a.m . All faith s welcome for more
Information call 251-5634 or
251-6928.
K.O . COME party wllh us. Wa
won't tell Jon .
LOST : MEN'S wedding band .
Reward . 1-845-4445. Call collect .
INTERESTED IN no-frlll1 low
cost Jet travel to Europe, Africa ,
the Mlddl e East, the Far East ,
South America? Educational
fllghts has been helping people
travel on a budget with maximum
flexlblllty and minimum hassle
for slx years . For more lnlo call
loll free 800-223-5569 .
J.D . KEEP your elbows oft the
plants .
VOTE PEOPLE IHuH Monday,
Aprll 19. Vote John Massmann
Council . Po11tlcat advertising P,ald
Massmann Vol. Com . Jim Pehler
Co-Chrpsn.
M.L. HOW ara your bed burns?
OVERSEAS JOBS. Asia, Auatralla, Africa, Europe, South
America. All occupations. $600·
$2,500. Invaluable experiences .
Details 25c. International Employment Research, Box 3893
M2, Seattle, WA 98124.
OVERSEAS JOBS-aummerlyNrround . Europe, S. America,
Australia, Asia, etc . All flelds,
$500-$1200 monthly . Expenses
paid, sightseeing . Free Inform .Write: International Job Center,
Dept . 4, Box 4490, Berkeley, CA
94704.
GREEKS-JACK DANIELS la
coming, Acacia spring raffle, one
full case.
MAYONAISE SAYS good-night.

EI.JR"ltE
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Carlo Rossi Burgundy
"The wine with the promise of a kiss"
Salute:
My name is "Carlo" Rossi. As you know, it
takes good grapes to make good wine. The grapes in
Carlo Rossi California Burgundy receive plenty of
sunshine during the day and cool breezes during the
night. The warmth makes them develop the body and
character I like in a burgundy. The coolness develops
the deep color , and adds complexity to the flavor ~
When you ~aste Carlo Rossi Burgundy, notice
the clarity and the deep, · ruby-red color. Then .
swirl it in your glass, sniff the wine and experience
the fruity, complex aroma, THE PROMISE OF A KISS TO
COME.

Then taste the wine.

Bacio dolce!

I believe you will enjoy Carlo Rossi Burgundy
a wine made for you to enjoy as much as I do.

You have something to
share with the people
of the rural South and
Appalachia - yourself.
Find out about the
opportunities open to
you as a Glenma,y
Priest, Brother or Sister.
For free Information about oppof·
!unifies wifh Glervnary Home Mis•
sioner5.write :

GLENMAAY. Room 114
Box-46404
C incinnati. Ohio 452d6
D Also pleose send fl'ee

17" X22" God Mode Me

Poster. Shol,.,n Above.
D Send fl'_ae poslel'OOV-

'""'"·~-----Ca rlo Rossi Vineyards, Modesto, Stanislaus County, California
Tu91day, April 13, 1976

ZPP----~Age_•_
· _
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With the Anny I\OfC lwo~ear Program.
If you weren't able to .take ROTC during yom first two years at St.
Coud State, catch' up, starting with om six-week basic camp. Then
you'll be able to start om advanced co111'8e next fall. Here's why you
should be interested:
We can offer you a Job when you graduate with a starting salary of
approximately $11,000 a year.
•
We can guarantee $3000 in financial assistance during your last two
years at state, Regardless of other financial assistance you may be
receiving.
We can present a challenging and adventurous program that you
will not find elsewhere on campus.

For more~Information:

Write to the Department of Milltary Science, Saint John'•
Uninnlty, Attn: Saint Cloud State Unlnnlty ROTC Coordinator,

Collegevllle, MN 56321, or call 363-26U•

.(
)
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